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Reagan visit
slated, team
scouts area
about the visit.
Tim Brown, chairman of the
Wood County Young Republicans, said the trip could be like

by Judy Immel
special assignment reporter

A White House advance team
scouted the area Monday in
preparation for a Bowline Green
visit by President Ronald Reagan next week.
Mark Isakowitz, press secretary for Paul Gillmor, Fifth District congressional candidate,
said Reagan will stop in Bowling
Green Oct. 19 to speak on behalf
of Gillmor and Republican
presidential nominee George
Bush.
The visit will be part of a
campaign swing through Ohio
by Reagan, Isakowitz said.
An announcement is expected
today as to whether Reagan will
appear at the University or a location in town, he said.

Gabbing in The Gale
Maureen Melle, sophomore business major, stops to talk to Matt MoreIll, sophomore political science major, In front of University Hall. Melle

Senator
declines
debate
COLUMBUS (AP) - U.S. Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum rejected
Monday a longstanding request
by his Nov. 8 re-election challenger, Republican George
Voinovich, to debate him publicly.
The Democratic incumbent
cited what he called Voinovich's
sleaze tactics in campaign ads
suggesting Metzenbaum fought
tough legislation on child pornography.
Voinovich, through press secretary Joe Wagner, accused
Metzenbaum of "trashing an
American — the debate," and
repeated a claim that Metzenbaum is afraid to defend his record.
Metzenbaum purchased quarter-page ads to appear today in
most of Ohio's major newspapers explaining his decision
on debates to voters, said Dale
Butland, a campaign aide.
Metzenbaum's announcement
came only hours after a Columbus news conference at which
Sen. Bob Dole (R-Kansas)
joined Voinovich to renew the
debate challenge that the Cleveland mayor has been pushing for
months.
Dole said Metzenbaum has a
ton of dough" to finance slick
television ads but that this is no
substitute for a "toe-to-toe" confrontation with his challenger.
Metzenbaum's decision also
came in the wake of a new poll
that showed him increasing his
lead over Voinovich from 10
percentage points to 17.

BG News/Brad Phalln
said the windy conditions were typical of Bowling Green. "I like the
fall, so I wanted to be outside — It was Just the wind I didn't like," she
said.

Phil Mason, executive assistant to University President
Paul Olscamp, said Monday
afternoon he had not talked to
anyone in a "definitive way"

Reagan's 1984 visit to the University when he spoke at Anderson Arena, or it could be a
courthouse rally for the Republican party.
Brown said Reagan's stop in
Bowling Green most likely rules
out a visit to the city by Bush or
vice-presidential nominee Dan
Quayle. Quayle was scheduled
to be in Napoleon today.
Isakowitz said it will be Reagan's third visit to Wood County
during his presidency. In addition to his 1964 University appearance, the president was in
Perrysburg Oct. 12 of that year.
"From our perspective, this is
good Republican territory and
we think a Reagan visit will
mean a lot to people in voting for
George Bush and other area Republicans," Isakowitz said.

Alcohol abuse center initiated
by Elizabeth Klmes
staff reporter

The problems of alcohol consumption
at the University will be confronted beadon by a new Alcohol Education Center to
be implemented on campusUniversity President Paul Olscamp
announced at the Friday meeting of the
Board of Trustees the University has
been awarded a grant "to establish a
center to achieve a well-integrated, centralized drug and alcohol education and
abuse prevention program for freshmen

students living on campus."
Mary Edmonds, vice president of student affairs, said the program will target
freshmen in an attempt to establish
beneficial patterns for the student's college years.
"Our target population is freshmen because they are away from borne for the
first time and all the temptations are
there," Edmonds said. "We want to send
a message that they are here for an education and you can't intellectualize and
internalize ft you are under the influence
of alcohol. Plus, it is illegal to drink
underage."
^

Cold temperatures, gusting
winds and possible rain showers
are forecast for this evening —
perfect weather for camping
out.
Tickets for the UB40 concert
on campus Nov. 2 will be on sale
today from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Student Services Building
forum, and the University Activities Organization head said she
believes some students will
probably spend the night lined
up outside the building in an attempt to purchase good seats.
"People will probably be
sleeping over. We'll have two
stations selling tickets once they
go on sale so we can get students
out of the line as soon as possible," said Gale Swanka, UAO
director.
Lt. David Weekley, University
police patrol supervisor, said he
expects no problems from stu-

Tuesday
Today will bo partly sunny with the
high temperatures In
tbo 50s. There It a 20
percent chanco of
rain. Tonight and
tomorrow will be
cloudy and cold.
Tomorrow's high temperature will be between 40 and 45 degrees, according to
the National Weather
Service In Toledo.

Under the direction of a center coordinator, the program will coordinate the
present University alcohol awareness
programs as well as establishing new

ones, the proposal stated.
The proposal also includes a provision
for an undergraduate Peer Leadership
Program which will offer role models
and alternative social settings for freshmen living on campus.
The peer leaders will be trained in
areas such as the function of alcohol in
students' social lives, how to counsel
substance abusers and how alcohol can
lead to unintended circumstances, such
as date rape.
DSeeAkobeLpage4.

Dieters risk life, health

UB40 ticket lines
expected tonight
by Tim Bush
staff reporter

The grant, which Edmonds applied for
in June, is for $118,649. The U.S. Department of Education notified Edmonds
Sept. 26 the University was to receive the
grant.
According to the proposal submitted to
the Department of Education, the goal of
the center is to establish pro-active education and prevention measures for alcohol and other substance abuses.

Editor'sBOte: This is the first in a three -part series on eating disorders.

dents camping overnight to buy
tickets.
"We've never had any problems with this situation in the
past, except for noise. They line
up right down the sidewalk and
are generally well-behaved," be
, Scott Simmons, UAO publicity
coordinator for the concert, said
tickets will be sold only to students with a valid University identification card. Tickets will
cost $12 for students, with a limit
of four per student
Students can also charge tickets to their Bursar account, he
said.
Starting Thursday, tickets will
be available to the public for $15
at several outlets, Simmons
said.
"After Wednesday, tickets
will be sold at the Information
Desk in the University Union,
Finders, Abbey Road and Boogie Records," he said.
Swanka said this is done so
students get a "lower price and
the first crack at good seats."

byJeHBatdorf
staff reporter
Many students diet to improve their appearance
or health, but some overdo it and risk their lives.
Barbara Kalman, psychologist at the Counseling
and Career Developement Center, said eating disorder problems exist on-campus — but are not
widespread.
"The problem is not very prevalent on campus,
fortunately," Kalman said.
The two basic eating disorders are anorexia and
bulimia, she said.
Fear of excess weight pushes anorexia victims
to diet until they weigh below healthy levels, she
said.
"A person weighing 15 percent below normal
body weight could be diagnosed an anorexic,"
Kalmansaid.
Bulima, the second type, is characterized by victims who eat uncontrollably and then — to eliminate excess calories — vomit, fast, use laxatives
or do intense exercises.
Kalman said both disorders are equally dangerous.
"They (the victims) lose weight to the point of
being in bad health," Kalman said.
Kalman said adolescents unable to cope with
changes in their lives are the main victims.
"This insecurity turns into a fear of being fat,"
she said.
Often victims are driven to eating disorders by

The Eating Disorder Dilemma

*

thinking they can be more attractive or perfect by
losing weight, Kalman said.
She said eating disorders are most common
among women. A study on bulimia done in 1987 by
Maureen Lucas, a University psychology major,
showed 11 percent of 230 students questioned suffered an eating disorder.
The 11 percent represented only female students, as none of the men questioned showed the
signs of having an eating disorder.
i See Disorders, page 5.

News in Brief
Olscamp's forum canceled

Olscamp said the forums give students the
chance to raise questions and meet him in person.

Wednesday's open forum with University President Paul Olscamp has been canceled because the
president will be out of town. Open forums will
continue as scheduled next Wednesday from noon
until 1:15p.m. They are held in 221 McFall Center.

Guest speakers Include astronomer Clyde Tombaugh, who discovered the planet Pluto, Mark
Littman, former director of Hansen Planetarium,

University professor heads
conference for the stars

Olscamp's forums were established last year to
make theUni versi ty president more accessible to
the students. At the forums, Olscamp informally
discusses students' concerns. Topics range (ran
accessible parking to tuition increases. Normally,
between 10 and 25 students have attended the
gatherings this semester.

Dale W. Smith, assistant professor of physics
and astronomy, will be the chair for the 24th annual Great Lakes Planetarium Association Conference Oct. 19-22 at the University planetarium.
Astronomers from 100 planetariums in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota
will attend this year's conference.

Lois Cheney, professor of theatre at the University, and Theodore Snow, associate professor of astronomy at the University of Colorado.
inference highlights Include school programs,
a sampler of live music and theater and 12 handson workshops and presentations of papers.
The public is invited to hear Tombaugh speak at
8 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 21, In 1085 McMaster HaU at
the University of Toledo. Admission is free.
by, Pam Hauenstein
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Reagan visit
slated, team
scouts area
about the visit.
Tim Brown, chairman of the
Wood County Young Republicans, said the trip could be like

by Judy Immd
special assignment reporter

A White House advance team
scouted the area Monday in
preparation for a Bowline Green
visit by President Ronald Reagan next week.
Mark Isakowitz, press secretary for Paul Gillmor, Fifth District congressional candidate,
said Reagan will stop in Bowling
Green Oct. 19 to speak on behalf
of Gillmor and Republican
presidential nominee George
Bush.
Ilie visit will be part of a
campaign swing through Ohio
by Reagan, Isakowitz said.
An announcement is expected
today as to whether Reagan will
appear at the University or a location in town, he said.

Gabbing in The Gale
Maureen Melle, sophomore business major, stops to talk to Matt MoreIll, sophomore political science major, In front of University Hall. Melle

Senator
declines
debate
COLUMBUS (AP) - U.S. Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum rejected
Monday a longstanding request
by his Nov. 8 re-election challenger. Republican George
Voinovich, to debate him publicly.
The Democratic incumbent
dted what he called Voinovich's
sleaze tactics in campaign ads
suggesting Metzenbaum fought
tough legislation on child pornography.
Voinovich, through press secretary Joe Wagner, accused
Metzenbaum of "trashing an
American — the debate,''and
repeated a claim that Metzenbaum is afraid to defend his record.
Metzenbaum purchased quarter-page ads to appear today in
most of Ohio's major newspapers explaining his decision
on debates to voters, said Dale
Butland, a campaign aide.
Metzenbaum's announcement
came only hours after a Columbus news conference at which
Sen. Bob Dole (R-Kansas)
Joined Voinovich to renew the
debate challenge that the Cleveland mayor has been pushing for
months.
Dole said Metzenbaum has a
ton of dough" to finance slick
television ads but that this is no
substitute for a "toe-totoe" confrontation with his challenger.
Metzenbaum's decision also
came in the wake of a new poll
that showed him increasing his
lead over Voinovich from 10
percentage points to 17.

BG News/Brad Phalln
said the windy conditions were typical of Bowling Green. "I like the
fall, so I wanted to be outside — It was just the wind I didn't like," she
said.

Phil Mason, executive assistant to University President
Paul Olscamp, said Monday
afternoon he had not talked to
anyone in a "definitive way"

Reagan's 1984 visit to the University when he spoke at Anderson Arena, or it could be a
courthouse rally for the Republican party.
Brown said Reagan's stop in
Bowling Green most likely rules
out a visit to the dry by Bush or
vice-presidential nominee Dan
Quayle. Qua vie was scheduled
to be in Napoleon today.
Isakowitz said it will be Reagan's third visit to Wood County
during his presidency. In addition to his 1964 University appearance, the president was in
Perry sburg Oct. 12 of that year.
"From our perspective, this is
good Republican territory and
we think a Reagan visit will
mean a lot to people in voting for
George Bush ana other area Republicans," Isakowitz said.

Alcohol abuse center initiated
by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

The problems of alcohol consumption
at the University will be confronted headon by a new Alcohol Education Center to
be implemented on campus.
University President Paul Olscamp
announced at the Friday meeting of the
Board of Trustees the University has
been awarded a grant "to establish a
center to achieve a well-integrated, centralized drug and alcohol education and
abuse prevention program for freshmen

students living on campus."
Mary Edmonds, vice president of student affairs, said the program will target
freshmen in an attempt to establish
beneficial patterns for the student's college years.
"Our target population is freshmen because they are away from home for the
first time and all the temptations are
there," Edmonds said. "We want to send
a message that they are here for an education and you can't intellectualize and
internalize lfyou are under the influence
of alcohol. Plus, it is illegal to drink
underage."
^

Cold temperatures,
winds and possible rain showers
are forecast for this evening —
perfert weather for camping
out.
Tickets for the UB40 concert
on campus Nov. 2 will be on sale
today from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Student Services Building
forum, and the University Activities Organization head said she
believes some students will
probably spend the night lined
up outside the building In an attempt to purchase good seats.
"People will probably be
sleeping over. Well have two
stations selling tickets once they
go on sale so we can get students
out of the line as soon as possible," said Gale Swanka, UAO
director.
Lt. David Weekley, University
police patrol supervisor, said he
expects no problems from stu-

Under the direction of a center coordinator, the program will coordinate the
present University alcohol awareness
programs as well as establishing new

ones, the proposal stated.
The proposal also includes a provision
for an undergraduate Peer Leadership
Program which will offer role models
and alternative social settings for freshmen living on campus.
The peer leaders will be trained in
areas such as the function of alcohol in
students' social lives, how to counsel
substance abusers and how alcohol can
lead to unintended circumstances, such
as date rape.
;SeeAlcohoLpage4.

Dieters risk life, health

UB40 ticket lines
expected tonight
by Tim Bush
staff reporter

The grant, which Edmonds applied for
in June, is for $118,649. The U.S. Department of Education notified Edmonds
Sept. 26 the University was to receive the
grant.
. .
.
According to the proposal submitted to
the Department of Education, the goal of
the center is to establish pro-active education and prevention measures for alcohol and other substance abuses.

Editor's note: This is the Brat in a three-part aeries oa eating disorders.

dents camping overnight to buy
tickets.
"We've never had any problems with this situation in the
past, except for noise. They line
up right down the sidewalk and
are generally well-behaved," he
said.
. Scott Simmons, UAO publicity
coordinator for the concert, said
tickets will be sold only to students with a valid University identification card. Tickets will
cost $12 for students, with a limit
of four per student
Students can also charge tickets to their Bursar account, he
said.
Starting Thursday, tickets will
be available to the public for $15
at several outlets, Simmons
said.
"After Wednesday, tickets
will be sold at the Information
Desk in the University Union,
Finders, Abbey Road and Boogie Records," he said.
Swanka said this is done so
students get a "lower price and
the first crack at good seats."

by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

Many students diet to improve their appearance
or health, but some overdo it and risk their lives.
Barbara Kalman, psychologist at the Counseling
and Career Developement Center, said eating disorder problems exist on-campus — but are not
widespread.
"The problem is not very prevalent on campus,
fortunately," Kalman said.
The two basic eating disorders are anorexia and
bulimia, she said.
Fear of excess weight pushes anorexia victims
to diet until they weigh below healthy levels, she
said.
"A person weighing 15 percent below normal
body weight could be diagnosed an anorexic,"
Kalmansaid.
Bulima, the second type, is characterized by victims who eat uncontrollably and then — to eliminate excess calories — vomit, fast, use laxatives
or do intense exercises.
Kalman said both disorders are equally dangerous.
"They (the victims) lose weight to the point of
being in bad health," Kalman said.
Kalman said adolescents unable to cope with
changes in their lives are the main victims.
"This insecurity turns into a fear of being fat,"
shesaid.
Often victims are driven to eating disorders by

thinking they can be more attractive or perfect by
losing weight, Kalman said.
She said eating disorders are most common
among women. A study on bulimia done in 1987 by
Maureen Lucas, a University psychology major,
showed 11 percent of 230 students questioned suffered an eating disorder.
The 11 percent represented only female students, as none of the men questioned showed the
signs of having an eating disorder.
See Disorders, page 5.

Tuesday
Today will be partly tunny with the
high temperature* In
the 60s. There Is a 20
percent chance of
rain. Tonight and
tomorrow will be
cloudy and cold.
Tomorrow's high temperature will be between 40 and 46 degreet, according to
the National Weather
Service In Toledo.

Olscamp's forum canceled

Olscamp said the forums give students the
chance to raise questions and meet him in person.

Wednesday's open forum with University President Paul Olscamp has been canceled because the
president will be out of town. Open forums will
continue as scheduled next Wednesday from noon
until 1:15 p.m. They are held in 221 McFall Center.

Guest speakers include astronomer Clyde Torobaugh, who discovered the planet Pluto, Mark
Littman, former director of Hansen Planetarium,

University professor heads
conference for the stars

Olscamp's forums were established last year to
make theunlversity president more accessible to
the students. At the forums, Olscamp informally
djgfuattm students' concerns. Topics range from
accessible parking to tuition increases. Normally,
between 10 and 25 students have attended the
gatherings this semester.

Dale W. Smith, assistant professor of physics
and astronomy, will be the chair for the 24th annual Great Lakes Planetarium Association Conference Oct. 19-22 at the University planetarium.
Astronomers from 100 planetariums in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota
will attend this year's conference.

Lois Cheney, professor of theatre at the University, and Theodore Snow, associate professor of astronomy at the University of Colorado.
Conference highlights indude school programs,
a sampler of live music and theater and 12 handson workshops and presentations of papers.
The public is invited to bear Tombaugh speak at
8 p.m. ot. Friday, Oct. 21, in 100S McMaster Hall at
the University of Toledo. Admission is free.
by, Pam Hauenatein
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Metzenbaum should
schedule a debate

Election year certainly brings out the selfish
side of some politicians.
Ohio's incumbent senator, Howard Metzenbaum,
has found himself with an increasing lead in the
polls over his challenger, Cleveland Mayor George
Voinovich. And since a candidate on top in the polls
has little to gain from engaging in a public debate
with his opponent, Metzenbaum has refused to accept a challenge from Voinovich.
Never mind the fact that the public would benefit
a great deal from the opportunity to hear these two
discuss their views. Never mind that no other such
opportunity has existed during this senatorial campaign.
Metzenbaum is not willing to risk his lead; he
does not want this campaign to get any closer than
absolutely necessary. Apparently, he's gotten
rather comfortable in his Senate seat in Washington and does not want to risk losing it.
However, this decision is clearly not in the best
interest of the people of Ohio, who deserve the
chance to hear the issues the candidates represent
before having to cast their ballot.
We urge Metzenbaum to reconsider his decision
and accept Voinovich's challenge.

Exemption will cut
'tape'for students
The U. S. Senate is making a commitment to
higher education — finally.
By a 94-0 vote, generally considered a rarity, the
Senate last week approved a tax exemption for interest on U.S. savings bonds used to finance college
educations.
The measure is an encouraging sign for higher
education. Just in the last three years at the University, the cost of tuition has risen by about 25 percent.
The plan was attached to a tax bill designed to
correct mistakes in the 1986 Tax Reform Act.
However, a compromise needs to be reached with a
House-passed version of the bill before the adjournment of the 100th Congress for the year sometime this week.
If there is any way this measure can be adopted,
Congress should make every attempt to reach a
compromise and adopt the tax bill — with the
exemptions for savings bonds.
That may be the most sensible aspect for students who have to go through miles of red tape
when dealing with student loans and financial aid.
Under the Senate's provision, the interest on any
savings bond used to pay for costs of a college or
vocational education would be tax-exempt. All savings bonds already are tax-deferred until
redeemed; in addition, they are exempt from state
and local taxes.
The provision would be used when the bonds are
turned over to the college or vocational school.
This Senate measure should do two things: encourage families to purchase savings bonds for
higher education, and save money for families.
But, most importantly, it shows students and
their families that someone cares about the rising
cost of college tuition. It may be a small gesture
—but at least it's a gesture.
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MIKE ROYKO

One city earned its cheers in playoff
Every year at this time, I'm
faced with a difficult decision
that I'm sure is shared by millions of other Americans. Especially Cubs fans.
Which playoff baseball team
do we cheer for?
Obviously, this problem
doesn't exist for those who live
in the cities that made the
playoffs.
But for the rest of us, the
choice is between remaining
neutral, which is boring; ignoring the whole thing, which would
be un-American; or randomly
picking a team and persuading
ourselves that we care which
group of young millionaires becomes richer.
Some people take an easy way
out. They make a bet and, in effect, cheer for their own money.
Others simply root for a team
from the league their favorite
team is in. And there are females and wan young men who
support the team with the cutest
My approach has nothing to do
with the teams or players. I
don't care if Darryl Raspberry
or Jose Kokomo becomes a hero
or a dud.
I make my choice on the basis
of the city the teams represent.

More specifically, which city's
fans are most deserving of the
traditional opportuntiy to get
drunk, climb light poles, disrobe
in public, tear up the ballpark
tun, overturn cars, loot, rape,
pillage, wiggle a forefinger
while shrieking "weenummawun" at the TV cameras, and otherwise express their civic pride.

war Harvard MBA, with his eye
on the bottom line and to hell
with quality, the employees and
the future, has done more to
screw up the American economy
than all of history's counterfeiters, embezzlers, bank robbers, congressmen and
Japanese carmakers combined.

So let us consider what we
have to work with this year:
New York. It might surprise
some people, but I'm always
tempted to cheer for a New York
team, be it the Mets or Yankees.

Besides, the Red Sox conned
the Cubs into virtually giving
them my favorite player, Lee
Smith. I liked Smith because he
always had a scowl that seemed
to say that being a Cub caused
him deep anguish. If so, it meant
he was the smartest guy on the
team.

That's because New Yorkers
— at least those who have a net
worth less than $100 million —
are chronically miserable. They
have a mayor who is a geek,
they go to Woody Allen movies
for group therapy, they put
sauerkraut on their hot dogs and
the majority of them would vote
to remodel the Statue of Liberty
to look like a bag lady.
So it would be easy to give the
Mets a sympathy cheer. But that
would be wasteful because even
if they win, New Yorkers would
still be miserable. It's their natural condition. When you see a
New Yorker smile, it's an ominous sign. He's probably considering suicide.
Boston. Forget it. Boston
means Harvard. And the post-

Los Angeles. Remember the
first Superman movie? Lex
Luthor, the world's greatest
criminal mind, hatched a plot to
activate the San Andreas fault,
causing the entire California
coastline to slip into the ocean,
vastly increasing the value of
his cheap inland property. But
at the last moment, Superman
barged in and stopped it. I
jumped up and went to the
theater manager and demanded
a refund on the grounds that the
advertising had deceptively
promised a nappy ending.
Furthermore, the Dodder fans
don't deserve a championship.
Win or lose, most of them start
leaving in the seventh inning.
And they don't even have Harry

and civic responsibility within
the American peace movement,
as do many others at BGSU.
It strikes me as completely
unfair, as well as specious, to
continue to label him as some
kind of unsavory character
whose prison record renders
him unfit to be associated with.
Not only is Craig a most decent
person in every respect, he is
one of the most civic-minded
students I have even had the opportunity of knowing. While it is
true Craig served time in prison
on "charges of possession of
narcotics and robbery," as the
BG News asserted, it is deceptively inaccurate to picture him
in the role of an irresponsible
desperado engaged in nefarious
antisocial acts undermining the
foundations of social order.
Rather than ostracize him off-

hand, we ought to. out of common decency, make an honest
attempt to hear his side of the
situation so that we might judge
for ourselves as to what kind of
character he possesses.
Perhaps, we would find that
his act of possessing narcotics
when he was young was only a
youthful indiscretion, rather
than a mortal sin. Craig has
more than compensated for his
former lifestyle through his ardous efforts to eliminate drug
abuse in this community. Moreover, it is entirely possible that
we might learn a great deal
from talking opening and honestly with someone who has had
the courage and fortitude to
come out of prison and make the
Clant effort Craig Taliaferro
to establish himself as an
upstanding, worthy fellow citi-

Caray's singing as an excuse.
That leaves us with Oakland,
which is my choice. Why Oakland? Besides the obvious —
that it isn't a celebrity-glutted
city like New York or L.A., or a
snob town like Boston — I have a
personal fondness for Oakland. I
once spent a week visiting a
friend near San Francisco. It
was one of the worst weeks in
my life. The friend turned out to
be a louse. Everything that
could go wrong on a trip did.
When it ended, I went to Oakland to catch the train for Chicago.
Near the station was a seedy
saloon. I wandered in to kill an
hour or two before departure. It
turned out that the patrons and I
were of different racial persuasions. Most of them also appeared to be short on pocket
money. And they all looked
tough and gave me hard stares.
When the bartender asked what
the heck I was doing there, I told
him I hoped to obliterate the
memory of the past week. He
asked for details and I provided
them. When I finished my story,
one of the patrons said: "Man, I
thought we was bad off. Here,
the drinks are on us." I barely
made the train, and I wouldn t
have minded if I didn't.
So here's to Oakland. I hope
Jose Coconut hits three homers
in every game.

LETTERS
Don't condemn
person for post
With regard to the current
furor directed at Craig Taliaferro, I would like to interject
my opinion into the fracas. I
have Known Craig for a great
many years, having had him as
a student in several of my
courses and having been closely
associated with him during the
70's when faculty and students
on this campus were struggling
with the social and moral consequences of the war in Vietnam.
Accordingly, I not only consider Craig an old friend, but
think of myself (pretentiously
perhaps) as one of his spiritual
advisors — as we share a common dedication to social justice
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zen working, as best he knows
how, toward the betterment of
humanity.
William Reichert
Political Science professor
emeritus

Buffo promotes
school spirit
What is BUFFO?
Maybe you have seen six
masked creatures, wearing
black numbered capes, roaming
around campus on a Thursday
night. Maybe you have seen
large signs in the College of Musical Arts beginning with the
words, "BUFFO Sez!" Maybe
your practice room has been
flooded by ugly caped strangers.
Maybe you have heard some awful poetry read at the Ice Arena
rally on game day. Or maybe
you were just walking the street
and saw a car full of masks
drive by.
BUFFO (from the word
"opera buffa" or comic opera
and pronounced "Boo-fo")
exists only to promote the spirit
of the University. Unlike the
Eoup SIC SIC. BUFFO is orien1 specifically to music and
operates in the fall. BUFFO began in 1976 by members of the
Falcon Marching Band and has
been a source of spirit ever
since. Much like SIC SIC, the
group works in secrecy and
chooses two new members each
year.
BUFFO SEZ: Hey students!
Get Involved! Support the Fal
con gridders! They need a greai
turnout of students to help cheei
them on to victory, and it can
happen without you!
BUFFO SEZ: Support the
band! They put in lots of hard
work too and it's your applause
and response at halftime that
makes it all worthwhile!
Buffo
University Band Office

Local
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Campus groups plan Blotter
1
'Coming Out events campus
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

The National Gay Rights Association has declared today
"National Coming Out Day" in
an attempt to make the country
more aware of homosexuality.
Rachelle, a member of the
NGRA.based in West Hollywood,
Calif., said the day was arranged to commemorate the
march for gay rights held in
Washington, D.C. last October.
She said the NGRA has started
an extensive campaign to make
people aware of homosexuality.
The march on the capitol, with
800,000 participants, was the
largest demonstration in the history of the city.
Through the march and the
NGRA campaign, National
Coming Out Day nas become a
reality, she said.
Many cities have scheduled
events to make people aware of

Other University organizations will be showing their support for the nationallyacclaimed day as well.
Women for Women and the
campus-based Lesbian and Gay
Alliance will be wearing "pink
triangles" as a symbol of their
sexuality Tuesday, said Women
for Women spokesperson, Stephanie.
The city of Toledo has nothing
planned tor the day but Sam, a
member of the Pro-Toledo Personal Rights Organization-Gay
Information Group, said there
will be several forums offering
advice on how to deal with homosexuality.
Sam said the efforts made to
form the National Coming Out
Day are a giant step in the right
direction.
"(Coming Out Day) is choosing the next step...telling your
parents, your friends, your em[iloyer, maybe putting your
over's picture on your desk at
work, "he said.

the sexual preference of others,
she said. In Los Angeles, there
will be an all-day program,
while in Omaha, Neb., Northwestern Bell will sponsor a
communications seminar.
Rachelle said the total cost for
the day's events is estimated at
$100,000.
In addition to the events being
held in various cities across the
country, the television show
"USA Today" will be interviewing three participants and
Oprah Winfrey will interview
participants on her show, Rachelle said.
Locally, an organization has
been formed in conjunction with
NCOD.
The group LAGA/BGSU, was
formed so that alumni of the University can continue to have
the support that they obtained
while a member of the Lesbian
and Gay Alliance at the University, said the group's co-founder,
Carla.

Sweetest Day

A resident of Offenhauer
East informed University police
Thursday evening she had not
seen her roommate in over two
days and she was concerned.
The police contacted the missing
student's grandmother, who
said the student had been seen
that day and was fine.
DUniversity police responded
to a complaint of domestic violence in Rodgers Quadrangle
Friday evening. The two people
involved had been drinking and
were advised to return to their
respective rooms.
John A. Haugh, of Sylvania,
and Barry A. Ryerson, of 111
Chapman Hall, were cited for
disorderly conduct after they
were observed fighting in Lot 14
by the Jerome Library.
DA concealed automatic pistol
was confiscated from a man
outside Eppler Hall early Saturday morning. The weapon was
not loaded.
DAccording to University
police, a fight involving a large

group of people broke out after a
Homecoming dance in Eppler
South Saturday night. One person received a head laceration,
reportedly from a thrown or
swung beer bottle.
DTwo juveniles were apprehended by University police
Saturday evening after they
were observed jumping on bicycles locked to the bike racks outside the Psychology Building.
The juveniles were released to
their parents.
DA 1983 Buick Parklane Electro, valued at $3,000, was reported stolen from Lot 7 Sunday
morning.
DUniversity police received a
complaint of a man abusing a
female in Lot 6 Sunday evening.
When the police arrived, an officer witnessed Augusto R. Garcia, of Beavercreek, carrying a
woman against her will. After he
fut her down, Garcia was cited
Dr disorderly conduct.

City
i JA resident of the 900 block of

Wintergarden Road reported
one and a half bales of hay were
stolen from his yard Friday.
Jeffrey C. Dushane, 228 S.
College Dr., was arrested Saturday for disorderly conduct
with persistence while intoxicated. When officers arrived at
his address, he said he was looking for his car so he could leave,
and they told him to go inside
and stay. Dushane refused and
told officers they would have to
arrest him. He was taken to
Wood County Jail and released
after posting $250 bond.
OFolice received complaints
Saturday of yelling and screaming at a house in the 100 block of
South Main Street. When officers arrived, they found a group
of people who said they were
"playing Pictionary and got
earned away."
DA woman in the 400 block of
Lehman Avenue reported
someone peeping in her window
Saturday. Two neighbors said
they can identify the subject,
who police said looked in two
bedroom windows.
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Roses and
Carnations
Arranged
or Boxed

Mug of Love
Basket of Love
Kiss for You

SI4.95 & up
SI9.95 & up
S19.95 & up

Sweet Tooth
Tootsie
Hand Bouquet

$14.95 & up
$19.95 & up
$4.71

How about a
Klotz Flower
Farm
Floral Design
for that
Special

Someone?

Order Early!
FTD
Teleflora

Klotz Flower Farm

Many Gift Ideas
Plush Animals

906 Napoleon Rd.
353-8381
At the end of S. College

FIFTH THIRD'S AUTO KM.
IT MAKES BUYINGACAR AS
EASY AS CHILD'S PLAY.
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2. 1988
SHOW STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.
ANDERSON ARENA
RESERVED SEATS $12.00 BGSU STUDENTS ONLY!
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Buying a car can lake a lot of
lime and decisions. There are so
manychoices, prices and deals to
think about. And then there's the
loan to consider.
That'swherewecomein.We
can help keep thingssimple. In
fact, Fifth Third has helped put
more people behind the wheel than
any other bank in Hancock County.
Partly because of the rates we offer.
But mostly because of our special
style of personalized service.

CHOOSING OVRLOAN FOR
PERSONALREASONS.
Whetheryou need a car, truck,
trailer or recreation vehicle, Fifth
Third can custom-make a loan to
suit your needs. Andbeca use when
it comes to makingaulo loans, we
believeingoing the distance, no
matter whoorwhereyourdealer is,
when you find the deal you want,
you can get the loan you need.
0-6O IN PRACTICALLY NO
TIMEFLAT.
Call orstop by any Fifth Third
Banking Center for more informa-

tion or an auto loan application
Or talk to your dealer. And if you
haveaOne Account Plus, we can
sweeten yourdealwithaspecial low
interest rate. Ifyoudon'thavea
One Account Plus, now you have
another good reason to find out
about getting one.
Apply for your Fifth Third
auto loan today. With our quick
approval process, we'll.haveyou
on the road again in no time.
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Tickets go on sale October 12th
at the Student Services Forum
from 8:00 a.m. to 3 00 p m.
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LIMIT OF 4 TICKETS PER STUDENT WITH VALID BGSU I.D.
* Students may charg» tickets to BGSU bursar accounts

OCTOBER 13th reserved seo's tor general puoc $1S.OO
ana BGSU student? $12.00
on sote at
UNION TICKET OFFICE, FINDERS, BOOGIE RECORDS,
ABBEY ROAD, and the SHED.
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Mock trial contest Grad sets 'Eyes'
Kansas senator open to all majors
on poetry writing
rallies in Toledo
by Angle Blandina
staff reporter
State Sen. Paul Gillmor is
crossing state lines in his
efforts to represent Ohio in
the U.S. House of Representatives.
Or rather, Gillmor apparently has associates willing to
cross state lines to endorse
the Republican candidate.
U.S. Sen. Nancy Landon
Kassebaum (R-Kansas) participated in a joint press conference with Gillmor at the
Toledo Express Airport Saturday. Kassebaum, making
several campaign stops dur" the day, said she enjoys
' lg time out of a busy
aule to make public endorsements — especially for
Congressional candidates.
"It's fun to be on the campaign trail with candidates
you care about," she said.
After a short speech by
Gillmor, Kassebaum spoke of
the importance of Ohio in the
November election.
She said she has confidence
that Gillmor can handle a
Congressional seat because
he has already shown leadership in the Ohio Senate.

"Experience in legislature
Is an enormous plus," she
said.
Kassebaum said it is a
shame that increased negative campaigning of this
year's elections has affected
voter perceptions.
"It is a real disservice to
voters who should be informed of the positive contributions a candidate can make,"
she said.
Kassebaum, who said she
considers herself a "relatively liberal" Republican, is
the daughter of the late Alf
Landon, former Kansas governor and 1936 Republican
[(residential nominee. Landon
ost the landslide election to
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Kassebaum, a senator
since 1978, was the only
woman member of the Senate
for the first two years after
her election.
She will hold the seat until
1991, but said she is unsure
about her political future. She
said she would not mind returning home to her farm in
Kansas.
"I love legislation, but you
almost have to dedicate your
life to it," Kassebaum said.

by Tracy Richard*
staff reporter
University students do not have
to be pre-law majors in order to
take part in a courtroom experience.
According to Dennis Dimarzio, legal studies visiting assistant professor, the legal studies
department will be participating
in a mock trial again this year.
"The trial is open to all University students, he said."You
don't have to be a pre-law
major, or a business major to
participate."

The first informational meeting will be held Oct. 19. This
meeting will be the start of
preparations for the mock trial,
to be held Feb. 18 in Des Moines,
Iowa.
The 1987-88 nine-member University team placed 16th of 70
teams in the Intercollegiate
Mock Trial Competition at
Drake University.
"This year we have the potential to win the championship if
we get enough students interested. Even if we don't win,
whoever does will know BG was
there,'' Dimarzio said.
He explained students are given a general court case and act
as attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants and witnesses during the
competition.
A Judge evaluates the team

performance and rates them on
a scale of one to 10, he said.
Last year, the University
team tried a murder case
against other teams representing schools as far away as
Hawaii and California, he said.
He said more than 70 universities will be participating in the
competition.

by Christine Form
reporter

When students think of life
after graduation, many fear the
changes their lives will undergo
in the "real world." but one University graduate considers
these changes an exciting challange.
Mark Berman attorney/advisor. Office of Trading
Practices, Division of Market
Regulation, U.S. Securities and
Exchange Corrimiston, said he
thinks "the concent of
change is very good."
Berman, a 1976" graduate of
the M.F.A. Creative Writing
Program, spoke at Jerome Library about his book,"Life After
the M.F.A" and read several of
the poems he wrote while studying at the University. These
poems have been published in
another book by Berman entitled "Eyes."

Greg Costabile, senior business/pre-law major, participated in the mock trial last year
as the defense lawyer. He said
the experience was valuable to
him because of his major, but
added the trial preparation can
also be an independent class
study program as well.
Tryouts for the team will be
held Nov. 30 in 116 Business Administration Building, beginning at 9p.m.
Although members from last
year's team will be trying out,
Kurt Glaser, senior business/pre-law major and an
alternate for the 1967-88 team,
said no one is guaranteed a spot.
"Last year, only two members
had served previously on the
team," he said.
Glaser also said the trial can
be a good experience for University students.
"The trial helps to teach students good speaking and analytical skills. These skills can be
applied to a lot of majors," he

Berman arrived at the University in 1971 as a wrestling recruit. He also became interested
in poetry, learned how to
typeset, taught English, coached wrestling, and involved
himself in several of the campus
organizations, he said.
After graduating, Berman
traveled to Detroit with a friend
to start a business in recycling
computer tapes.

In August of that same year,
Berman took a position as the
director of publications at
Heidelberg College. He held
other Jobs in various locations
throughout the eastern United
States, and applied seven times
to law schools before he was accepted to Touro Law School in
New York, in 1981.
He passed his bar exam in 1985
after taking it twice because the
first test was stolen.
Berman also served as Assistant to the President of the New
York division of Merrill Lynch
before accepting his current
position with the U.S. Government where he rewrites stock
exchange rules to prevent crashes in the market.

During his speech, Berman
urged students not to become
discouraged with the pressures
of college life.
"Where you are now is but a
stepping stone," Berman said.
"You cannot rush things. You
just have to let them take their
course. If you set a hard, fast
goal — you might not make it.
Move in a direction — have a vision that will help you to filter
things out."
Berman is currently working
on another book of poetry, which
is still untitled. His visit was
sponsored by the University's
Creative Writing Program.

Ceiling figures discussed
Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. • Fri.

by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

full-time equivalent students currently enrolled is probably between 15,600-15,800.

The University may be raising the roof
soon if the Ohio Board of Regents accepts a
proposal increasing the present enrollment
celling from 15,000 students to 16,000.
This announcement was made Friday by
University President Paul
Olscamp at the University
Board of Trustees meet-

The University is "penalized" for each
student over the 15,000 ceiling when determining the amount of subsidy the University
will receive from the state, Dalton said. Students enrolled in the nursing program at
Medical College of Ohio, the academic year
abroad program, or those who take only
evening classes are not counted when calculating the number of full-time equivalent
students for the subsidy, he said.

Jlscamp said the in"ft
crease, ii passed, would
take effect during Fall
1989, at the earliest.
"The impact of an increase in the ceiling on the
campus and community
will be less than one might
think since we are already closer to 16,000
than 15,000 students and since our housing is
already full — we could not admit additional
freshmen and sophomores," Olscamp said.
Currently, the University is over its ceiling for full-time equivalent students. Christopher Dalton, vice president of planning
and budgeting, said the actual number of

Immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

Last year, the University's subsidy was
reduced by $2,139 for every student over the
15,000 ceiling, he said.
"We lost between $900,000 to one million
dollars last year (for the students over the
ceiling)," Dalton said.
By implementing an increase of 1,000 students, the University can maintain the funds
they have lost because of being over ceiling,
he said.
However, the students over the ceiling
were included in the overall calculation of
the subsidy. This amount of money, coupled
with the fee income from the students, gen-

erated more money than was actually lost in
the penalty, Dalton said.
Even if the ceiling would be eradicated,
overall enrollment at the University would
not be affected, Olscamp said.
"Instead, the University would more
likely adopt a policy of increased academic
standards and selective growth in graduate
students and upperclass transfers,' he said.
Olscamp also announced Bowling Green
City Council approved the allocation of
$250,000 for the establishment of a commercial research park. The approved money
from the city is being used as matching
funds for a $250,000 grant given to the University from the Ohio Department of Economic Development.
' The research park would "provide an opportunity for learning and/or research experience for University faculty, students
and/or staff, enhance the economic base of
the city of Bowling Green and be compatible
with the environment and with existing
structures," Olscamp said.
A mnrimirm of 15 companies will be located in the park, to be situated on an 88-acre area located at the northwest corner of
East Wooster and Dunbridge Road, he said.

Alcohol,
D Continued from page 1.
Currently, if a student violates
the University regulation that
prohibits the use of alcohol for
students under the age of 21, he
is referred to the Office of
Standards and Procedures for
disciplinary action. Edmonds
said the center would mandate
that students first be required to
attend an Educational Support
Program.
If the same student violates
the regulations a second time,
he would be subject tr> disciplinary actions, as well as having to
partake again in the support

TUESDAY:
Ladies' Night with
"BODY HEAT"
95* Drinks & Suds

programs.
Other aspects of the center
will include the establishment of
activities with various community agencies for further education and a referral system for
students who would benefit from
long-term help.
Edmonds said information obtained over the past six years
indicates there is a need for alcohol education at the University because a wide majority of
students consume alcoholic
beverages each month.

•SUBMV*
Sind-Khii A Saladi

WEDNESDAY:
Motown Night
95* Drinks & Suds

BUY A 6" SUB
GET A 6" FREE
w/purchase of a
med. drink
- every Tuesday -

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
18 and over

353-0204 Woodland Mall

25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

Keep Your Eyes On TV 27, Weeknights At 5:30 p.m.
THE UNIVERSITY
FORUM
Tune in this week as Dr.
Michael Marsden, host and
producer of The University Forum, interviews John
Lavezzi The art professor
explains [he ramifications
of his annual archeological
irek to Greece.
Tuesday

ART BEAT
Richard Lucas, associate
professor of design studies
and computer graphics,
talks with Art Beat host
Marcia Brown about his
role as one of the organizers of "Communication by
Design," the national invitational exhibit currently
housed in the Fine Arts
Gallery
Wednesday

TIME OUT
Dr. Pat Cleveland explains
how she guides athletes in
balancing their academic
efforts with their athletic
careers. Cross country
coach, Sid Sink, and foot
ball coach, Moe Ankney,
discuss their seasons with
Tim* Out host Larry Weiss
during TV 27's weekly
sports magazine
Thursday

VIEWPOINT
WBGUTV's new public affairs program will be facing
such topics as domestic
violence, pornography, day
care, the economy and the
experiences of Vietnam
veterans Veteran journalist
Larry Whatley will host and
produce the series beginning with "Solid waste: A •
Disposable Crisis"
Friday

OHIO BUSINESS
OUTLOOK
Host of Ohio Business Outlook, George Howlck, tours
manufacturing, industrial
and commercial firms in
Ohio's business world, giving viewers insights Into the
workings of successful
companies.
Monday

WBGU
TV27

WHAT 13 CPR?
[CPR. or cardiopulmonary resuscita
Won, is an emergency lilesaving tec
nique used by one or two people Ic
artificially maintain another person's
jreathing and heartbeat in the ever
tie functions suddenly stop. CPR
combines mouth-to-moutti breathinJ
and chest compressions to keep
oxygen-rich blood flowing to the
victim's brain until an emergency
service wtth advanced life support it
available. Contact your local American Heart Associattor; tor more
information
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USG affirms new seats H.B. 34 policy finalized
by Barbara A. Weadock

staff reporter
The Undergraduate Student
Government general assembly
voted senator Kevin Coughlin as
chief legislative officer during
last night's meeting.
Six committee heads and a replacement for a seat in the general assembly were also approved.
Because the Africa People's
Association has failed to attend
the past five USG meetings, the
Black Student Union was appointed to serve in place of the
organization, Tim Peterson,

USG president, said.
Committee heads are Craig
Taliaferro, Internal Affairs
Committee; Jenifer Etter. Academic Affairs Committee;
Linda Popovich, Student Welfare Committee; Rich Cole,
National, State and Community
Affairs Committee; and Tina
Wiese. Finance Committee.
On Oct. 24, USG will hold an
open meeting and invite all students, faculty and administration to observe and meet members of the government.
The government passed a bill
urging the University to install
new carpet in Kreischer Quadrangle. The present carpet is

mildewed and some students are
experiencing an allergic reaction, Coughlin, sponsor of the
bill, said.
Two bills, one inviting George
Bush and Dan Qua vie to speak
on campus; the other, inviting
Michael Dukakis and Lloyd
Bentsen; were passed.
Senator Richelle Frabotta announced that the Mileti Alumni
Center is sponsoring the Extern
Program again this year. During Christmas and spring
breaks, students are matched
with alumni in the area of their
major.
Applications are available at
the Alumni Center and college
offices.

Disorders
D Continued from page 1.
Kalman said the report indicated anorexia is less common
than bulimia and estimated
that, on the national level, only
one percent of females have
anorexia.
Kalman said women between
12- and 18-years-old suffer the
anorexic symptoms of extreme
weight loss, feelings of coldness,
weakness and contusion.
Bulimia, however, usually affects women between the ages of
14 and 25 but has less noticeable
symptoms because the victims
maintain the same body weight.
Kalman said bulimia victims
should seek help because the
disorder can cause biochemical
changes, depression and confusion. Some bulimia cases can
last for years, she said.
According to a spokesman
from the eating disorder center
of the St. Vincent's Medical
Center in Toledo, bulimics
undergo a variety of symptoms
which may lead to death.
The spokesman said bulimic
victims often experience hair
loss, teeth rotting from the stomach acid brought to the mouth
by vomiting, cracked finger-

nails and skin and a pale complexion, she said.
"(Death) doesn't happen as
fast as an anorexic victim — but
it does happen," she said.
She said the bulimics generally die as a result of kidney failure, internal bleeding or from a
heart attack.
Kalman said, in most cases,
eating disorders begin during
the high school years and continue into college.
"Most victims realize they
have this problem (during college) and seek help on their own
or through encouragement by
others," Kalman said
Rosalie Luscombe, clinical
coordinator of the Eating Disorder Center of the St. Vincent's
Medical Center, said victims
abuse food the way some abuse
drugs or alcohol to help deal
with stress.
"It's lust a way...to take care
of psychological pain," Luscombe said.
Luscombe said, if untreated,
anorexia can be fatal. The
greatest cause of death for eating disorder victims, however,
is suicide because of the depression they suffer, she said.
Kalman said the University's
Campus Counseling Center pro-

vides psychotherapy to help victims face their disorders. The
length of time needed to treat
the disorders varies, she said.
"Treatment can take months,
if not a couple of years or
longer," Kalman said. The illness can recur if the victim
undergoes a stressful situation.
"Stresses can throw them
off,"she said.

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

When it comes to House BUI
34, the leaders of University student government may wish the
old saving, "Don't wish for
something too hard, you might
just get it," were not so true.
The University Board of
Trustees on Friday approved a
selection process created by
Undergratuate Student
Government and Graduate Student Senate. The policy was
formed in response to the passage of House Bill 34.
The bill, which allows for nonvoting student seats on the state
university boards of trustees,
has put constraints on student
member selection and given the
students at BGSU nothing they
didn't already have, Tim Peterson, Undergraduate Student
Government president, said.

The selection process will allow the student governments to
make nominations for the two
student board of trustees seats
now guaranteed by House Bill
34.
"This is hokey. It's not doing
anything for us. What this is to
me is taking something like the
Rec Center, wrapping it up, and
giving it to the student body,"
Peterson said. "We already
have it."
Past student seats on the
board of trustees have been filled by the presidents of USG and
Graduate Student Senate.
"It's kind of a sad situation,"
Peterson said. "We had a good
situation and boom, we nave
more committee work."
After final approval by USG
and GSS, a selection committee
will be contacted and the nomination process will begin.

The selection committee for
undergraduates will consist of
the presidents of USG, Black
Student Union, Panhellenic
Council, Interfraternity Council,
Latino Student Union, (or
his/her designee for any of
these spots), an off-campus student representative picked by
the president of USG and approved by the general assembly
and a resident adviser appointed
by Resident Student Association.
The graduate selection committee will consist of the GSS
executive committee and of
Third World Graduate Student
Association, and three senators
to be selected by the GSS general assembly.
USG will nominate three students and GSS will nominate two
for seats this year. Beginning in
1989, USG and GSS wilfalternate
years of nomination, and each
will nominate five students.

BUCKLE UP FALCONS! 1
LOGO DESIGN CONTEST

cinema

354 •0558
COCKTAIL

PURPOSE:

To increase the usage of safety belts among Bowling Green State University
students and personnel.

THEME:

The theme of "Buckle up Falcons" must be used. Logos are to convey a
message about the use of safety belts.

TIME LINE:

Deadline for entries to be received is November 18. Designs may be turned
in at the School of HPER. Room 200, Memorial Hall.

ELIGIBILITY:

Any registered B.G. student and all university personnel are eligible to enter
the contest.

GUIDELINES:

Artwork must be submitted on paper not larger than 8 1/2" by 11.
Artwork can be done in pencil, pen and ink, acrylics, charcoal, or water color, or may be computer generated.

JUDGING
CRITERIA:

Entries will be judged on the safety belt message conveyed in
the design, creativity and artistic ability

AWARD:

The prize for first place is $125.00. T-shirts will be awarded for the second
through fifth place entries.

SPONSOR:

The Buckle Up Falcons Committee

ENTRY
APPLICATION:

Entry forms may be picked up at the School of HPER, Room
200, Memorial Hall.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:

Call Pete Riesen - 372-6091 (Office)
352-1182 (Home)

EVENINGS 7.00 935
KANSAS
EVENINGS 9:20 ONLY
BETRAYED
EVENINGS 6:50 ONLY

ALIEN NATION
EVENINGS 7:05 945

GORILLAS IN
THE MIST PG-13
EVENINGS 6:45 9:15

GET RICH QUICK!

GREAT IDEAS
ARTS & SCIENCES 200

HEARTBREAK
HOTEL PG-13
EVENINGS
ENINGS 7:159:30
7:15 9:30
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THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
CONGRATULATE THE FOLLOWING
NEW INITIATES
Tom Richards
Ron Collins
i#
^
Jeff Dage
Jg
^!k Dave Spiehler
Bob Goldstine
Matt Dills
Mike
Petrigan
Dan Dutro
Jim Connor
Kip Gagnon
Todd Gibson ^^^$&i«r
TJ Jenkins
Nate Levens
Tom Ruppelli
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FALL PLEDGE CLASS
Curt Lyons
Brad Bolinski
Mike Magee
Keith Cherry
Jeff Marterni
Jeff Cline
Mike Maruna
Brendan Foley
Joe Melillo
Dan Foreman
Dave Moore
Scott Fotheringham
Dave O'Leary
Mike Fraas
Mark Rockhold
James Grube
Mike
Schmitt
Phil Hamilton
Jim Schultz
Chris Iantoni
Ken Sorensen
Phil Johnson
Todd Thieken
Ed Koenig
Todd Van Marter
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Sheraton boycott
results questioned

Honeymooners arrested
LORAIN, Ohio (AP) - A Lorain man and
his bride were booked into the Loraln County
Jail on their wedding night after being arrested in a drunken fight with each other, a
bystander and police, authorities said Monday.

acing, said Cindy Paysor, a clerk in the criminal division of Lorain Municipal Court.
His wife, Tamara Lynn McGee, 19, was
released Sunday on $700 bond, Paysor said.
She was charged with resisting arrest and
disorderly conduct while intoxicated.

The groom, Roger McGee, 28, remained in
The McGees have an unlisted telephone
Jail Monday as he awaited arraignment on number and could not be reached for comcharges. ot,disorderly conduct while intoxi- ment.
They were married at 4 pjn. Saturday.
cated, resisting arrest and aggravated men-

The Loraln Police Department said officers
were called to the couple's Lorain home at
1:51 a.m. Sunday after receiving a report
that Mrs. McGee nad been assaulted.

TOLEDO (AP) — A boycott of the Sheraton Westgate over its hiring practices has started to have an economic impact on the facility,
a group of black ministers said Monday.
But Gary Harman, the Sheraton's operations manager, said while
the boycott has generated "negative publicity," it has not had an effect on the hotel.

When police arrived at the residence, they
discovered McGee fighting with Miles
Burch, 28, of Lorain, said patrolman Raymond West. According to a police report,
Burch told authorities he was attempting to
help Mrs. McGee.

' 'The hotel is starting to feel the pressure and it's only going to get
worse," said the Rev. Floyd Rose, spokesman for the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance.
•
"We are not out to hurt the Sheraton. But when we find that blacks
are concentrated to the 'back of the house' as janitors, maids and
cooks, and there are no blacks in upper management, we have to
take action," be said.

Yugoslavian unrest continues
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia
(AP) — Communist authorities
put more police on the streets
and imposed unspecified "urgent measures" in Montenegro's capital Monday, but
protests fed by economic crisis
and ethnic tension did not stop.
Protest has swept much of
southern and eastern Yugoslavia in recent weeks. Police used

violent tactics for the first time
over the weekend to disperse
Montenegrin students and
workers demanding the dismissal of local Communist Party
leaders.
President Raif Dizdarevic
went on national television Sunday night to appeal for calm,
warning of unspecified emer-

gency measures.
Unrest continued Monday in
Titograd, the capital of Montenegro, 280 miles southwest of
Belgrade, and the regional party
leadership held an emergency
meeting, the official news
agency Tan jug reported.
Workers and 2,000 students at
Niksic, 30 miles north of Tito-

The alliance is trying to fight what it claims is economic injustice
in the Northwest Ohio lakefront city. The group has targeted 43
white businesses for possible economic action if they do not Improve
their minority hiring practices.
The Sheraton is the first business on the list to be targeted.
The group met with Sheraton officials on Sept. 1. The two sides
called the meeting productive and said they had hoped to reach an
agreement to hire and promote more blacks.
But several days later, hotel officials sent the alliance, which includes ministers from a variety of church congregations, a letter
stating there was no need for further discussions on the issues.

grad, rallied outside a government building and in a steel mill
where 2,800 workers were on
strike for a second day, Tan jug
said.
Police used clubs and tear gas
to break up weekend crowds in
Titograd. They also dispersed
marchers in Niksic who were on
their way there.

IT'S COMING. . .STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY. . .OCTOBER 22!
»+0t0*O*O*O*0f*

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

Wednesday, October 12
THE GROOVE
MASTERS

GEORGIA
PEACH BAND

%L
^^

Thursday-Saturday,
October 13-15
* Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU
Howard's k a Designated Driver Participial

1st 10 people in the door
$9.95

For Your

Next 10: $14.95
Next 10: $19.95
Everyone Else: $24.95

on Sweetest's Day
The FALCON'S NEST SODA
SHOPPE has a personalized
Ice Cream Pie just for you.

Packages include 10 visits■
only
Expires: Nov. .'{(). 1988 II
CAMPUS TANNING CLUB
BG's Classiest Tanning Club
Located directly behind
Dairy Mart
on E. Wooster St.

Orders must be placed by
Thursday at 6:00 p.m. for
pickup on Friday.

352-7889

372-2641
■ »^

•*#•

Lunch with us

Opportunities lor Programmer Analysts

Jump into an entry level career
that will take you
places at EDS.

BOSSES WEEK
BENTLEYS DINING ROOM
HOLIDAY INN
Bowling Green, 352-5211
\ Wed. Oct. 12
Thurs. Oct. 13
Fri. Oct. 14 1
PRIZES

In an EDS developmental program, your career potential can reach new heights. You'i'
gain the rewarding on-the-job experience you need to move your career years ahead —
experience you can only gain from the world leader in the computer and communications
services industry.
EOS is looking lor achievers — people who make things happen. If you are interested in
applying your talents in the information processing services industry, you won't find a better
place to grow than EOS.
Our highly-respected developmental programs are nationally recognized as models for
the industry. They provide technical challenge, professional expertise and the business savvy
you'll need to become one of the industry's best-prepared professionals.
Systems Engineering Development
► 4-year college degree (any major) with a 3.0/4.0 overall GPA preferred
► Demonstrated technical aptitude
Positions also require: excellent communication skills, a strong record of achievement
and flexibility to relocate nationwide.
An EDS representative will be on campus to provide students with inlormation on our
Systems Engineering Development Program. They will be sponsoring an EDS Information
Session on this development program Monday, October 17th, 7:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. at the Student Services Building room 360.
EOS has immediate openings and is conducting on-campus interviews on Tuesday,
October 18th. If you want to get a jump on your career contact the Placement Office for
sign-up.
Or, send your resume to:

Chris DeBord
EDS Developmental Recruiting
700 Tower Drive
P.O. Box 7019
5th Floor, Dept 2WK2858
Troy, Ml 48007-7019

EDS alto hat outstanding opportunities for experienced Information Processing
Professionals.
Principals Only An Equii Opportunity Employ* M/F/V/H
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Friday & Saturday

Rio Bravo
Thursday, October 13th
Gish Film Theater
9 p.m. - Free!

October 14th & 15th
Eva Marie Saint Theater
7:30 p.m., 9:45 p.m. & Midnight
$1.50 w/ BGSU I.D. - Cosponsored
by HSA - Welcome Alice!

Campus Films would like) to thank th« Exhibits Committee for Co-Spontoring our
Homocomlng Kafflari

PADDLE YOUR WAV TO MOHICAN
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Friday & Saturday. October 21st & 22nd
For only $20 you get - transportation, camping,
equipment, & canoe rental

* * * sleeping bags first come, first served * Hr *

Sign up in the UAO office - 3rd floor Union by Wednesday, October T9th

BET SPOOKED WITH UAO ■ THUBMY. 0CT0BE1 27tfc
CALL MINICOURSES
Sign up in UAO OFFICE - 3rd floor Union 372-2343 by Friday, October 19th
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Falcons win first game of year
Offense racks up 42 points;
defense slows Oil's Thorton
by Andy Woodatd
sports editor

After five-straight, blow-out
losses, Bowling Green appeared
to be on its death bed for the rest
of the season.
Injuries were mounting. Mistakes had become the rule
rather than
the exception.
A win seemed
to be a long
way off.
Nothing was
going BG's
way. That is,
until Saturday.
the Falcons Smith
received a
much-needed shot in the arm
from Ohio University in their
424 rout in front of 15,103 Homecoming fans at Doyt L. Perry
Field.
Quarterback Eric Smith
and the Falcon offense ripped
Ohio University for a seasonhigh 509 yards — 295 passing and
214 rushing — and six touchdowns.
The often-maligned defense
shut down running quarterback
Anthony Thorton and the Bobcats' option.
This is the same offense that
had scored only 51 points in the
first five games and the same
defense that had allowed 46
points per game in those first
five contests.
"It's unbelievable we can play
a game like this after all the adversity we've been through,"
said Falcon head coach Moe
Ankney, whose team is now 1-5
overall, 1-3 in the Mid-American
Conference.
"Every bad break that went
against us before went our way
today."
Smith, a fifth-year senior,
completed 15-of-19 passes for 295
yards and three touchdowns and
was honored as the MAC
Offensive Player of the Week.
"This is something you never
really think about when you are
sitting back in the shadows,"
said Smith, who started in place
of Rich Dackin, who is out for
the season.
"You don't think about coming in and exploding. I kind of

surprised myself today. I expected to play a solid game and
win, but things turnedout even
better than I imagined."
For the defense, too.
In recent games against option teams, the Falcons had
problems stopping that type of
offense. But against the Bobcats, the defensive line and linebackers shut off all the gaps.
"We came together. We bent,
but we didn't break," said nose
guard Duane Crenshaw, who
made a tying team-high 10 tackles and recovered a fumble.
"We had the determination.
We knew we would come
together as a team. We just did
well against the option."
Ohio netted 178 yards rushing
and 152 yards passing, but penalties and turnovers (five) killed
many drives.
"Bowling Green did a heckuva
iob," Bobcat head coach Cleve
Iryant said. "But everything
that could have gone wrong for
us did. And they took advantage
of it. You just wonder how in the
heck they're an 0-5 football
team."
The Falcons opened the scoring on their second possession
when tailback Mike McGee capped an 88-yard, 14-play drive
with an eight-yard run.
On the first play of the second
quarter, Smith quickly put BG
up by two touchdowns when he
passed 94 yards to Ron Heard.
On the play, Smith faked to
McGee and then passed the ball
up the right sidelines to a wideopen Heard, who out-ran the
nearest Bobcat defender.
The touchdown pass was the
second-longest in BG history
and the longest in a game featuring two MAC teams.
"We figured they'd be expecting the run. so we thought a good
fake would get their defensive
backs to step up." Smith said.
Ankney added, "Heard was so
wide open that I was afraid
either Smith would overthrow
See First Win, page 9.

BG News/Paul Vemon
Linebacker D.J. Ogilvic helps lower the boom on Ohio University running back Andrew Greer. Greer fumbled on the play. Helping Ogilvle is
defensive back Michael Jackson (right) and linebacker Calvin Whitfield. BG won 42-0.

Smith's career comes full circle in victory
by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

The Bowling Green football team was in
dire need of a hero.
Someone to change their luck.
Someone to revive the offense.
Someone to lead them to victory.
They didn't find their hero in a phone
booth, but instead standing on the sidelines.
Eric Smith, a fifth-year senior, seemed to
be the answer to all of the questions Saturday when he led the Falcons to their first
victory of the season over the Ohio University Bobcats 424.
Smith started the season as the back-up
quarterback to Rich Dackin, but after

Dackin went down with a broken wrist
The running game set up the t
against Western Michigan, Smith was called throughout the day, and Smith contrifi
on to fill the role.
this to the fine play of the offensive line.
"The team will not be down," head coach
"The line really did a great job today. Not
Moe Ankney said prior to the OU game. "I only did they give great pass protection, but
think Eric will do a fine job and the team will they also opened up the running game,"
respond to him."
Smith said.
The team not only responded to Smith,
By opening up with the running attack,
who was named Mid-American Conference Smith was able to pick the Bobcat defense
Offensive Player of the Week, but they made apart with the pass. It didn't take long for
him look invincible. He had a career day, turn to go to the air. On the next possesion,
throwing for 295 yards and three touch- Smith ran a perfect play fake to McGee ana
downs.
then launched the longest pass of his career
Smith started the Falcons off right from — a 94-yard touchdown pass to flanker Ron
the start. On only the second possesion, he Heard, which was the longest in MAC interled BG on a 14-play, 88-yard drive which was conference play history.
culminated in an eight-yard run by senior
"The play fake was executed perfectly,"
tailback Mike McGee.
D See Smith, page 9.

Huskies, Chips take wins from spikers

BG not finding too much to smile about
by Amy Cole
sports reporter
It has j ust been one of those seasons.
For the Bowling Green women's volleyball
team, the season has not been one of celebration.
The Falcons dropped their record to 6-10 overall
and 1-4 in the Mid-American Conference with losses to both Central Michigan and Northern Illinois
this weekend at Anderson Arena.
BG lost its first match of the weekend to the
Huskies 17-19,15-10,15-10,15-7, Friday night.
BG struggled against the Chippewas Saturday
night and lost its second match of the weekend in
three straight games 154,1M, 15-2.
The loss was the fourth straight for the Falcons
in the MAC, but BG head coach Denise Van De
Walle didn't blame the loss on the pressure to win.
"We never got started," Van De Walle said. "We
were not aggressive, we didn't serve, (and) we
didn't pass well. Central just played well.
"Any athlete is nervous before any match.
Knowing
it was important, we should have played
better.'r
The Falcons, which as a team only compiled an
attack percentage of .111, fell under the wrath of
Central's key middle blocker Karen Histed and
outside hitter Beth Clark.
Histed, who was the MAC'S top hitter two weeks
ago. led the Chippewa attack with a hitting percentage of .448, Including 16 kills with only three
errors in 29 attempts. She added two service aces,
two block solos and eight digs in her effort.
"We had problems blocking Histed," Van De
Walle said. "We knew that we needed to shut her
down.
"Obviously she is a big girl. They did nothing we
haven't seen, though. We just played poorly."
Clark, who was second to Histed in hitting, added 14 kills with only four errors in 26 attempts for
a hitting percentage of .385. She added two service
aces, seven digs and one block assist.
Freshman Tammy Schiller and senior Jane
Plantz led the Falcon attack with hitting percentages of .308 and .238, respectively.
Schiller, a middle hitter, had five kills and one
error in 13 attempts. She added four digs and two

"We never got
started. We were
not aggressive, we
didn't serve, (and)
we didn't pass
well."
-Denise Van De
Walle, BG volleyball
coach
block assists.
Plantz, an outside hitter, posted seven kills and
two errors in 21 attempts in addition to five digs.
On Friday night, the Falcons put forth a more
impressive effort.
BG posted a significantly better team attack
percentage (.234) and much better serving, but
they still came out on the short end.
"I think it is a matter of serve and receive," Van
De Walle said. "We didn't pass the ball well
enough at all. That was the difference."
Again, the Falcon attack was led by Schiller and
Plantz.
This time Plantz led the team in attack percentage with .405, including 18 kills and three errors in
37 attempts. She also posted one service ace and 12
digs.
Schiller was not far behind with an attack percentage of .346, including 13 kills and four errors in
26 attempts. She added two service aces and 13
digs for the Falcons.
Northern Illinois head coach Pete Waite, after
his team lost the first game of the match to the
Falcons, knew that he had his work cut out for him.
"The first game got both teams going," Waite
said. "Between games, we worked on moving the
ball and our serving. We kept them out of their
offense."

Belcher,
Gibson
lift LA.
NEW YORK (AP) —
Rookie Tim Belcher won
his second game of the
Sayoffs and Kirk Gibson
t his second straight
game-winning homer as
Los Angeles beat the New
York Mets 7-4 in Game 5 on
Monday to move within
one game of their first
National League pennant
since 1961.
The teams now fly to Los
Angeles, where the Dodgers can wrap up the bestof-seven series Tuesday
when former Met Tim
Leary opposes David Cone,
the losing pitcher in Game
During the regular
season, the Mets won 10 of
11 games from the Dodgers
and won 5C games at home,
including their last 11 at
Shea Stadium. But the
Dodgers came into New
York to win two of three
and take a 3-2 lead.
The Dodgers won Game
4 in 12 Innings on Gibson's
homer shortly before 1
a.m. EDT. A little less than
12 hours later, the two
teams were back on the
field for the fifth game
with the series tied at two
games apiece.

Browns set with Strock or Slayden
BG News/Paul Vernon
Bowling Green middle blocker Kelley Ellen goes up for ■ spike during
Saturday night's MidAmerican Conference loss to Central Michigan. The
Felcons lost to Northern Illinois Friday.

BEREA (AP) - Bernie Kosar
will not be rushed back into service, no matter how desperate
the Cleveland Browns' quarterback situation may seem, Coach
Marty Schottenheimer said
Monday.
"There's no way he'll be activated this week," Schotten-

heimer said. "We'll go with Don
Strock and Steve Slayden."
In a year of disappearing
quarterbacks in the NFL, the
Browns have been hardest hit of
all. Mike Pagel was their latest
victim, suffering a separated
right shoulder while making a
tackle on a blocked field goal in

Sunday's 16-10 loss to Seattle.
He'll be out at least four weeks.
Pagel was the third Cleveland
quarterback hurt in six games.
Kosar sprained his right elbow
when hit while throwing a pass
in the season opener at Kansas
City, and Gary Danielson suffered a broken ankle the follow-

ing week against the New York
"I've never seen a situation
where a team loses three starting quarterbacks to injuries, especially in such a short time,"
Schottenheimer said. "Nor am I
aware of it ever happening."
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Booters blank Ohio State 2-0
by Mark Hunlebrinker
assistant sports editor

One team's cure added to the demise of another Saturday afternoon at Mickey Cochrane Field.
The Bowling Green soccer team's resurgent defense rose to the
occasion, while Ohio State's offensive woes continued as the Falcons
defeated the Buckeyes 24.
The Falcons raised their record to 5-7 with the victory, while the
Buckeyes dropped to 8-7-1.
The shutout, BG's first since Sept. 4 when they defeated St. Bonaventure 7-0 in the BGSU Kwik-Goal Classic, could not have come at a
better time. The Falcons had allowed nine goals in the four contests
previous to the Buckeye whitewashing; BG lost all four of those
The defensive problem was not something the Falcons expected
when the year began.
"With our whole defense returning, we might have overlooked
stressing the importance of team defense in the beginning of the
year," Falcon head coach Gary Palmisano said. "We look at the defense as a springboard to the offense."
Ohio State's offense hasn't produced much footage for its 1988
highlight film. Entering Saturday's game, Ohio State had mustered

a measly seven goals in its first 10 contests. The offensive punch did
not improve against the Falcons.
A pair of freshman connected for the first BG goal at the 17:16
mark of the first half. Rob Hunt hit Chris Iantoni on a crossing pass
15 yards from the Ohio State goal. Iantoni placed himself between
Buckeye defender Pat Tracy and the ball and then proceeded to beat
goalkeeper Norm Dolloso to the lower right hand corner for his third
goal of the season. The assist was Hunt's second of the year.
The Falcons — minus Jon Felton, who was suffering from a virus
— took a 1-0 lead into halftime. The lead could have been 2-0, but a
Mike Anticoli goal was called back. Anticoli was whistled for shoving an Ohio State defender just before he took the shot.
"That's a shame when a referee has to take a great individual
effort like that away," Palmisano said about the play.
Palmisano also said he liked what he saw in the first half.
"The first half was our best of the year to this point," he said.
The second half displayed many missed opportunities by both
teams until the 42:34 mark. Rob Hunt took a pass from Anticoli on
the right side, 25 yards from the Buckeye goal. Hunt lobbed the ball
over goalie Dolloso's outstretched hands and into the left corner of
the net for his third goal of the year.
"It was really a good feeling to get a goal today," Hunt said. "Our
offense has been really executing well in practice. We just haven't
been able to put it together in games."

Women harriers continue to run well
by Brian Hollenbeck

sports reporter
BG News/Paul Vernon
Freshman Rob Hunt tackles the ball from an Ohio State player Saturday.
Hunt assisted on one goal and scored another In the 2-0 BG victory.

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
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It is becoming the same old
story for Bowling Green's cross
country teams. The women continue to excell, while the men
harriers keep looking for something positive to build on.
This past weekend, the setting
was the Notre Dame Invitational and nothing changed.
The women finished fourth out
of a field of 13, with victories
over Mid-American Conference
rivals Kent State and Ball State.
Finishing in front of the Falcons were Ohio University,

Western Ontario and WisconsinOahkeah.
The men harriers, on the other
hand, finished 15th out of the 16
team field. Central Michigan
was the winner of the Invitational.
The Falcon women were led
by junior Mary Louise Zurbach
(18:53, sixth place), Junior
Missy EUers (19:18,16th), sophomore Tracy Gaerke (19:19,
18th), senior Susie Dieters
(19:20, 20th), and sophomore
Carolyn Goins (19:37,34th).
The men were paced by sophomore Brian Donnelly (25:29,
51st place), sophomore Jon Wodarski (26:01, 68th), sophomore
Dan Fulmer (26:12, 76th), and
junior Mike McKenna (26:16,
78th).
Head coach Sid Sink said the
men's team needs to learn how
to get out of the gate faster if
they want to be competitive.
"One of our big problems was
that we didn't get into the race,"
Sink said. "We were out of it by

the one-mile mark, and we're
not a strong enough team to get
back into a race after we have
fallen behind. We have to go out
harder.
"We had a tough week of practice last week and the team was
obviously tired. We have to
learn to run through that,
though."
Sink was pleased with the
women harriers and said they
should continue to improve.
"Our top four runners ran
their best race of the season,"
Sink said. "Everything^ starting to come together. This was
the most competitive meet we
have ran in so far this season,
and I think if brought out the
best in our girls.
"We went out of the gate real
hard and the girls did everything we wanted them to do.
Thai's a very good sign."
Sink said the women running
together in the front of the pack
was important.
"We had good group running
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ATTENTION ALL SPORTS PASS HOLDERS
Listed below are the exchange dates for the
upcoming hockey and basketball seasons:
clip and save
HOCKEY
OPPONENT
OHIO STATE
WESTERN MICHIGAN
WESTERN ONTARIO
MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE
MIAMI
Illinois-Chicago
OHIO STATE
MICHIGAN-DEARBORN
MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE
LAKE SUPERIOR
FERRIS STATE
ST. CLOUD

EXCHANGE DATES
October 17&18
October 24S25
October 24S25
October 31 & November 1
November 7&8
November 21 &22
"
December 5&6
Dwember 12S13
December 12& 13
January 9610
January 17& 18
January 23&24
February 566
Februory20&21

PLAYING DATE(S)
October 22
October 27S28
October 31
November 5
November 11
November 26d26
December 9S10
December 16
January 3
January 13
Januory 21
January 27628
February 10S11
February 24&2S

HOCKEY DISTRIBUTION POLICY
Monday Exchange Day - 9a.m. to 1p.m. - Friday Game • 2/3 of Ticket!
Monday Exchange Day - 1p.m. to 5p.m. - Saturday Game - 2/3 oi Ticket*
Tuesday Exchange Day - 9a.m. to 1p.m. - Saturday Game - 1/3 of Ticket*
Tuesday Exchange Day - 1p.m. to S p.m. - Friday - 1/3 of Ticket*
SIENA COLLEGE
DEFIANCE
FINDLAY
WRIGHT STATE .
XAVIER
BALL STATE
WESTERN MICHIGAN
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
EASTERN MCHIGAN
KENT STATE
MIAMI
OHIO UNIVERSITY
TOLEDO

BASKETBALL
November 21&22
November 21&22
December 1&2
December 12S13
December 12&13
January 9&10
January 17&18
January 236:24
January 26S27
February 2&3
February 9&10
February 16&17
February 27S28
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GO FOR THE GOLD !
In the past two weeks, the world's best
athletes have gathered to go (or the
medals.
NOW YOU CAN GO FOR THE

KODAK GOLD
at

Picture Place

372-8891
Monday thru Thursday 9:30-4:00 Friday 9:30-3:00
>wi«ni*isHMa«MMa«M
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up front and that can only make
us stronger," he said. "I think
they know they can run faster
and I think our times will fall as
the season goes on."
With the All-Ohio Invitational
coming up this Saturday, Sink
said he will ease up the practices
this week to rest up his team.
"We will be gearing down this
week in practice because both
the men and women have been
runningwith heavy legs," Sink
said. 'The competition will be
very tough this weekend, and we
feel it is a very important meet.''

Linksters
place 4th
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

The Bowling Green women's
5olf team recorded its best
8-hole team score of the season
this weekend with a secondround 334 at the Ferris State Invitational.
Unfortunately, the score was
sandwiched between two poorer
rounds which, when added to the
334, placed the Falcons fourth in
the five-team field.
After their excellent secondround performance, the Falcons
were in third place, ahead of Michigan and Ferris State with
only one round remaining. But
the team could not maintain
their play and dropped into
fourth place.
According to head coach Greg
Nye, the linksters could have
finished as high as second had
they maintained the 334 pace for
the whole tournament.
"I was very pleased with the
second-round score," Nye said.
"The team now knows what they
are capable of every time they
play."
However, Nye was not as
happy with the other two rounds.
"We have no excuse for the
first and third rounds. We
played really poorly," he said.
An injury to number two
player Heidi Wright played an
; See Golf, page 9.

"ROSES ARE RED,
VIOLETS ARE BLUE,
IF YOU FORGET SWEETEST DAY
YOUR SWEETIE WILL FORGET YOU!"

November 26
November 30
December 8
December 21
December 30
January 14
January 21
January 28
February 1
Feburary 8
February 15
February 22
March 4

BASKETBALL DISTRIBUTION POUCY
Weekday Games - Begins On First Day Listed And Continues Until All Tickets Are Gone
Saturday Games - All Day Monday Until 2/3 Of Tickets Are Distributed; Remaining 1/3
Of Tickets On Tuesday
Plea** Note: The All Sports Pass provides a general admission to all regular season
home football games. In football, no ticket Is required. In basketball and hockey, ticket
pickup is required according to the distribution guidelines listed after
the exchange dates. All-Sports Pass holders have 48-hour priority for ticket pickup
with tickets distributed on a first-come-first-served basis
GENERAL ADMISSION DOES NOT GUARANTEE A SEAT
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GET A HEAD START ON THE HALLOWEEN RUSHl
BUY YOUR MASQUERADE FEATHER MASK
IN THE UNION FOYER, TODAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 14th • ONLY $3.00
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Ruggers win Ohio title
by Matt Schroder
sports reporter

The Falcons did not get to the championship
game by mistake. Along the way
they blew out Kent State and Cincinnati, both by
Head coach Roger Mazzarella called it the best the score of 22-3. Scoring highlights for BG included two tries by Saponari in the first game and
rugby game he has ever seen.
Bowling Green's 1W) rugby victory over Ohio one try in each game by Lonsert.
State Saturday gave the club its third Ohio 15s
The higb-scoring Lonsert earned the Most VaChampionship in three years.
luable Player honor for the tournament. He fin"It had to be one of the most brilliant defensive ished with four tries and played outstanding degames ever played," said Mazzarella. "Anything fense.
"He (Lonsert) shadowed Ohio State's best wing
that had on a gray jersey was creamed."
The defense as well as the offense was alerted by all day and completely shut him down," said Mazthe Buckeyes that they were in for a dog fight in zarella.
Strong defense in the backfield wasn't the only
the final game. Ohio State coach Steve Finkel employed a game plan that included getting ex- phase of the game that the Falcons controlled
tremely physical early.
against Ohio State. BG dominated the scrums and
"They set up this intimidation game and it tota- the line-outs as well.
lly backfired on them. It just enraged us," said
Mazzarella said, "We owned the line-outs. ManMazzarella.
ning played like a man possessed in there. He was
"That's the worst thing they could have done," fantastic. And if he didn't get the ball then it was
inside center Gus Saponari said. "That just fired (Todd) Haitz or (Kyle) Fulmer."
us up that much more."
Manning felt that the ruggers domination of the
Some of the Falcons thought that the Buckeyes' line-outs was a credit to the hooker and the props,
tactics early on went a little beyond just physical.
too.
"Their first play was a cheap shot against us.
"There was a good connection between Dallas
From there the referee let things get out of hand," Black and myself We also got great support from
said lock Mark Manning, we really came (Dan) Martello and (Brock) Hoover, Man
Manning
together as a team and overcame it though."
said.
The only scoring in the first half was a try by
I of support, BG had the encouragement
wing John Lonsert. But the ruggers kept the heat of Hundreds of family and friends on the sidelines
on the Buckeye's with 11 second naif points, includ- throughout the entire weekend.
ing Lonsert's second try of the game, a SO yard
"The fans were great." said Fulmer. "Our sideEnalty kick by Jim Williams, and a 75 yard brea- lines were 10 times rowdier than anybody else's."
way try by Steve Markert.
The Falcon faithful were not only treated to a BG
Mazzarella said, "OSU couldn't do anything Ohio Championship for the 'A' side, but the 'B'
right. We were on them so much that we forced team as well.
mistake after mistake. They started doing everyThe numbers speak for themselves. The B'
thing with individual efforts and by the end of the team outscored their four opponents 107-7 and
game they were totally disorganized."
posted three shutouts.

Smith
n Continued from page 7.
Smith said. "I just threw the ball
up and Ron did the rest."
Smith spent the rest of the day
picking apart the coverage and
threading the ball between defenders on his way to completing
15-of-19 passes.
The switch in quarterbacks
didn't seem to stymie the
offense at all. Smith checked off
throughout the afternoon and
threw two touchdowns to splitend Reggie Thornton on audibles.
"Going into the game I didn't
think we would go long often,"
Ankney said. "Eric checked off
at the line a lot today. We knew
the receivers could get deep and
Eric just waited for the blitz and
went to them."
Throughout the game, the
team seemed to be gaining con-

fidence, partly because Smith
was plaving well and partly because he was providing the
leadership they needed In the
absence of Dackin.
"The guy's really responded
well to me, they played with a lot
of confidence/' Smith said.
"They knew we could do the
same things we had done all
year, and they showed confidence in me being there."
Smith has been through more
than most quarterbacks. Going
into the game against 0 U, his
last victory as a starting quarterback was against none other
than 0 U in 1966. Three weeks
later, he suffered a sprained
thumb against Miami and never
started a MAC game again until
Saturday.
The reason for this was the

Golf
U Continued from page 8.
important part in the Falcons'
third-round faltering. Wright
withdrew from competition Friday with a slightly sprained
wrist. She suffered the injury
after striking a root with her
club while attempting an uphill
shot.
Had Wright been able to play
in the final round on Saturday,

the team might have placed
higher.
''Wright's injury cost us about
10 strokes from our team score.
It really threw the team out of
balance," Nye said.
As usual, Gloria Holmes was
the top finisher for the Falcons.
Her 54-hole total of 260 positioned her in the top 10 of the individual scores.

steady play of Dackin while
filling in. He performed well
enough to keep the job even
after Smith was healthy.
Throughout the last two year's,
the role of back-up has been trying for Smith.
"Things haven't gone as well
as I hoped," Smith said. "But
today I felt good and started to
feel invincible out there. I felt
like everything I did was going
to work.
He's was not the only one to
think like that. OU head coach
Cleve Bryant was also impressed with the way the BG team
responded to Smith.
"Smith had been the quarterback before and that showed today," Bryant said. "He started
the day off with success and that
got the wide receivers going. He
made good audibles and was on
the money all day."
Even with this success, Smith
hasn't forgotten how far he has

Reggie Thorton gets ready to catch this Eric Smith touchdown pass early In the third quarter. Thorton
caught two touchdowns passes on the day.

First Win
□ Continued from page 7.
the ball or Heard would drop it."
BG added another touchdown
right before the half on McGee's
seven-yard scamper and the
Falcons never looked back.
But Ankney did have some
reservations at halftime.
"I felt that if they came out in
the second half and played well,
we would need even more points
to win," he said. "We iusf went
out and stayed with the game
plan."
come since his last victory as a
starter.
"I guess the lesson I'm trying
to get across is that perserverance pays off, and that's a good
lesson,'' Smith said. "Even
when I was sitting, I had to accept the decision. I supported
Rich and tried to help the team,
but I still never gave up knowing
that I had to be ready at all
times."
It was a lesson that was easy
to learn for Falcon fans because
Saturday, their teacher had
turned to hero.

• SCHOLARSHIP • CITIZENSHIP • PARTICIPATION • LEADERSHIP

ATTENTION
SENIORS!
Pick Up Nomination Forms
for
WHO'S WHO
AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES & COLLEGES
Now Available At:
405 Student Services
Nominate Yourself or a Friend!!!
NOMINATION DEADLINE:
Mon. 10-24-88
* • SCHOLARSHIP • CITIZENSHIP • PARTICIPATION • LEADERSHIP •

The Progressive
Philosophy:
We're committed to
helping people enjoy
their work and achieve
their maximum potential.

pmgrpfsi/e

The Best In Main-Stream Rock
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Wednesday

Thursday

College ID. Night
free admission
with valid I.D.

Ladies' Night
no cover for the ladies

Friday and Saturday
reduced cover
before 9:00 p.m.

INFORMATION SERVICES DIVISION
WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS RECRUITING
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS
INFORMATION SESSION 10/19/88
INTERVIEWING 10/20/88
CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR MORE DETAILS

Sunday
Wet T-Shirt Contest
-andQuarter Beer Night

BG News/ Paul Vernon

Got It

Monday
Singles Night
no cover
free video games

Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311

Smith heeded his coach's
words as he drove the Falcons to
two touchdowns in the third
quarter. Both drives were capped by short touchdown passes
(13 and 30 yards) to Reggie
Thorton.
The Falcons' final score came
on fourth down and 22 from the
Ohio 25, where Charles Edgerton ran it in on a draw play.
Edgerton, who played a little
more than a quarter, gained a
game-high 111 yards on 19 car-

ries. McGee finished with 76
yards on 21 attempts.
Thorton caught six balls for
104 yards and the two touchdowns, while Heard hauled in
four passes for 144 yards and one
touchdown.
Cris Shale had a punt partially
blocked in the third quarter. It
was only the second game this
season that Shale did not have a
punt completely blocked.

Classifieds
CAMPUS* CITY EVENTS
- ' Attention Al Education Maiori' *
ACE meeting Ocl 1 3 at 6 30 in Rm 1 1 2 BA
Bklg Dr Rosalind Hammond our advisor will
apeak about ME P and AIM
• • Door Prue''
••AUDITIONS"
SINGERS-DANCERS
Foi 1969 Miss BGSU Scholarship Pageant'
Dancers Ocl 1/ Eppler North Rm 105.
7 30- 10 30 PM Bring a tape and a one mmule
routine
Singers Ocl IB Eppler Noitn Rm 300. 7 30
10 00 PM Bring ,i tape or sheet music

Attention Special Education Majors The Fa*)
Advisory Board ol the Department ol Special
Education and Ihe Sludenl Council lor E ncep
tional Children are conducting a special program. Job Market and Experiences in Special
Education and Related Services Meet Ihe
People Who Have the Jobs.' on October 19.
4 6 PM vi the Forum ol the Sludenl Services
Buerang Please contact the Department ol
Special Education 1372- 7293) to pre-regrsler
ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
Interested in beomang a KEY part ol a growing
organization1* Opportunity tor leadership. Inter
eslmg speakers, social atmosphere, hands-on
experience Selling and Sales Management
Club October 18 7 30 PM 121 West Hal
Speaker Frank Sugrue ol Johnson a Johnaon
Look lor Free Marathon Credit'

lO

COLLEGE BOWL
NOV 8 9. 10

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES

••STAY TUNED- •

UnlGraphies
211 West Hall 372-7411

FASHK5N MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
2nd Meeting Ocl 12 al 8 00 m McFal
WE ARE WHAT YOU MAKE US

Attention College Students
Need reports, essays, or resumes typed or
stored on Oak'' Call Duma Wilson 354 8159
between 8 AM and 5 PM M Sal

Follow the Falcons on BG's Sports Leader
LIVE MAC Football Action Saturday
Bowhng Green al Central Michigan
12 30 Anheuaer-Busch Piegame
1 OOKickoll
M1FMWBGU

For all your typing needs
A-Z Data Center

$15.00

ALL PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJORS'
OET INVOLVED JOIN BG PROBOWLING GREEN PUBLIC RELATIONS OR
GANIZATION
MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY
316 WEST HALL 9 00 PM
SEE YOU THERE'
AMA
Formal Mealing
Tues Ocl I 1 7 30 PM al
121 West Hall
Kevm Foeies Lever Brothers Com-

Speaker
pany
Topic Seeing and Sales Management
ASM (MIS CluOl Meeting
7 30 PM in 116 BA on Tues. Oct ttth
Speaker James Beckham
Topic Career Obiechves In MIS
Bring resume and list ol 3 companies
membership dues are due

ATTENTION STUDENTS
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO GAMMA
PHI BETAS INFORMAL MEETING TO HEAR
DAVE STANFORD FOROM THE CO OP OF
FICE INFORM YOU ON HOW TO GET VALUABLE WORK EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE'
SUN OCT t6ina 00 PM 121 WESTHAU
BGSU Skating Club
Open to an students
Every Tuesday Night 9 15-10 IS
Ice Arena
Have lun-meel new friendsLearn to Skate
Free lessons included
Hope to see you there'

CHILDREN AND FATHERS FOR EQUAL
RIGHTS EMCOMPASSES GRANDPARENTS.
PARENTS AND INTERESTED PPRTIES OF
CHILDRENS
BEST INTEREST AND THE
LEGAL SYSTEM
THE JOINT CUSTODY TAPE WILL BE SHOWN
ON OCTOBER 13 1988 PSYCHOLOGICAL
SPEAKERS. OCTOBER 27. 1988 JUDICIAL
SPEAKERS THE POSITION EFFECTS OF
CHILDREN AND JOINT CUSTODY G B 542
WILL COME UP FROM THE SUB COMMITTEE
SOON AND HAVE A CHANCE TO BE IN EFFECT IN OHIO
■"WI989W? SHOW TIME 7 pm LOCATION WOOD COUNTY HOSPITAL 1 SI FLOOR
O B CLASSROOM
FREE'' • 960 WEST WOOSTER ST

1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAK
Includes: Baked Potato
Rolls & Butter

FUN
Looking lor rt? We've got it'
Campus Girl Scouts 8 PM. Tues Oct II
Umon 2nd lloor lounge MW Welcome'
How would you like lo have an Internship In
your field In Washington DC? Come lo the information session today al 3 30 in 231 Admin
istralion Internships are available lor all majors,
housing is provided Center lor Academic Oplions 372 8202
__^_
Japanese Club Meeting
Tues Ocl 11 8 30
Japanese Tea Ceremony
Commuter Center TV Lounge
•Note time change
PADDLE YOUR WAY TO MOHICAN
Fri Ocl 21 Sal Oct 22
$20 00 includes transportation, camping,
equipment a canoe, 'sleeping bags smiled
signups UAO office 3rd Floor Union until
Wed . Oct 19
See you at BGSU
"Student Appreciation Day"
Sal., Ocl. 22
FREE ADMISSION A LUNCH al
Ihe BGSU-Youngstown Slate
Football Game

Tune in lo Bowling Green's Sports Leader
Friday & Saturday for LIVE NCAA Hockey Action
Bowhng Green al Alaska-Anchorage
11:25 PM on as 1 FMWBGU
UAOMINICOURSES
SIGN UP NOW IN UAO FFICE1RD FLOOR UNION-372-2343
MIXOLOGY. COLOR ANALYSIS, PHOTOGRAPHY. CPR. FIRST AID, HAIRSTYLINGIII
COURSES BEGIN OCTOBER 17TMM

352-5042

OET YOUR RESUME
Proofread A Typeset Professionally
5 yri typesetting A editing experience
Guaranteed NO ERRORS
I If give you 5 copies
get it done within 48 hours.
ANO Ihe price * cheaper than Kmko s
Cal Dan at 353 2298

•

•

Losl Gold heartshaped locket 10-15-88 Sen
limental value Please call 353-4 7 70

^TaT.

TONIGHT!

SERVICES OFFERED

THE PHEASANT ROOM 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No reservations accepted for these specials

Abort-on Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Cho«ce
Center tor Choice II
Toledo OH 255 7769

Food coupons accepted 4:30-7:00 p.m. daily

DAVID HARRIS

SOCKDV
nt?B€ we ant AT we Societ*
Ol-tMPiC cA*\es TuMi»JC 1*1 ON
THE f lxlki.5 °T T-IE TOBACCO
SPitiiiiC Cr*ts>rr.r.oii v*nv»
HoiS T.Prou AT TJ£ La* ...

HfS UTfV<*KTjA_
■yuirf! TWfS IS BY fiw
His Bfsr AiTfxtrr/

TWrVlV. *fe/ iVMS tffc
VtMt IT! W SOCICDY
oitnPic ■RfaXD
sumexeD

Congratulations To:
Teresa Blackman
Jodl Dl.on
Pant Leddy
Jennller Mahee
Llaa Mer shad
Chris Rledel
Mary Rlxzo
Beth Rutgers
Trtcia Zeilman
For being selected lo the BGSU Leadership
Conference Executive Planning Board.
Calling on Commitment
CUSTOMIZED LOFTS
1 and 2 bed models available
SAVES SPACE SAFETY APPROVED
Cal us MF. 9-5 al 352-3836
LOFT CONSTRUCTION CO
Get more room for your room'

HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For all your shipping needs
Federal Express. UPS
A-Z DATA CENTER 152-5042
Need FRENCH TUTORING'
I am a French Teacher
Icanhelpyou Cal 3534099

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
VOU AND VOUR PREGNANCV PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCV
CENTER
CALL 354 HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCV TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

Don't be in the bers
Be behind bars with
an Alpha XI!
Oct. 14- Jallbreak
EAT FRISCH S BIG BOYS FOR BIG BUCKS
EARN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY BY SATISFY
ING YOUR STMMACH
CALL 372-2343 OR STOP BY UAO OFFICE
OPEN TO ALL ORGANIZATIONS
EAT YOUR WAY THROUGH SCHOOL
CALL 372-2343 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
OPEN TO ALL ORGANIZATIONS
FRANK S PLACE IS ROCKIN'!
FRANKS PLACE IS ROCKIN!

PERSONALS
• Attention •
RUMOR HAS IT
CRIMINALS WILL BE
ON THE LOOSE
FRI.OCT 14
JAILBREAK'
- Jenny Smith Good luck on finals and on student leaching'
You'll do great I
The Gang
' Rick Wolcott'
Great job on homecoming Pap rally1 Good
luck on the AMA haunted house.
The Gang

LOST & FOUND
•

CONCERT
Fall Concert Band-Wind Ensemble
Mark S. Kelly, Conductor
Sun Oct 1ll:00PMKobecker
FREE

October 11,1988

ZBT ZB1 MARK GAMBLE /HI ZBt
CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING PRESIDENT OF YOUR PLEDGE CLASS VOU RE
THE BEST"
LOVE VA
LAURA

WANTED

•SUCCESSIS TAKING ADVANTAGE OF AS MANY OPPORTUNITIES AS VOU CAN MAKE THE
MOST OF
VOUR COLLEGE CAREER VOLUNTEER TO BECOMING A PREVIEW DAY TOUR GUIDE1 ATTENO ON OF
TWO INFOMRATIONAL MEETINGS IN THE
McFALl ASSEMBLY ROOM ON THURSDAY.
OCTOBER I3IH FROM 4:10 - 6:30 OR
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 20TH FROM 5 00 V 7:00 AND FIND OUT HOW YOU. TOO. CAN
BE A PART OF THE OCTOBER 29TH PREVIEW DAY'

Club Italians Sweatshirts
OnsaleatUnrv Hal
Wed IFfl 10-4 114 00

IGNewi

• •AUCTIONS'"
SINGERS-DANCERS
For 1989 Miss BGSU Scholoarsrnp Pageant •
Dancers Oct 17 Eppler North Rm 105.
7 30 10 30 PM Bring a tape and a one minute
lyjtaYM
Singers Oct 18. Eppler North Rm 300.
7 30 1000 PM Bring a tape-or sheet music

From flyers and lorms lo newsletters and letterhead, we've got what you need lo lock SUPER
on paper1 see us lor el your TYPESETTING
NEEDS'Kinko's 354-397 7
Gel physical on Sunday Oclober It, 1988
RUN FOR LIFE
Sign-up alMSC or Unrv Hal
Help wipe out Anorexia Nervosa
Chi O's and Pikes
HALLOWEEN MASK FOR SALE
Order Ocl 10-14m from 10 4
m Union loyer Cost S3 00
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
WOMEN'S
BOWLING OCT 11 CROSS COUNTRY (M £
WI-OCT 12 C DBLS RACOUETBAU.OCT
13:COED TRIPLES VOLLEYBALL OCT 18
INTRAMURAL WRESTLING OFFICIALS AND
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUOENT EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY
BY OCT 24 IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER
JULIE AND GOPH WOULD LIKE TO THANK
ALL OF THOSE ABOARD THELOVE BOAT
SOON WELL BE MMKING ANOTHER RUN
KAREN-

'Alpha OmlcronPI Rush•
I warn lo be an AOTT,
Don't you wan! to be one too?!
Come lo 425 Student Services lo
Complete an Inlormallon Cardl
AAW
Do you play Poker?
RUN FOR THE RIGHT ISSUE
2-Mee Poker Hand Run-Walk
AAW
Alpha XI Delia
"Jallbreak"

HAPPY BELATED 19th
HOPE YOUR DAY WAS SPECIAL'
PEGGY. LORI. AORIENNE. LILA AND THE
SNICKER MONSTER
KKG Lynne Dressel KKG
Congratulations on your lavakering lo OSU Sigma Chi Jim I'm so nappy lor you!
Love Karen
LISA DENMAN
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT TO
ERIC STACY GOOD LUCK ON JUNE 3. 1989
On Oclober 15. 1988
Do Something Worthwhile
RUN FOR LIFE I
Help Aboesh Anorexia Nervosa
CHI-O'S. PIKES AND YOUi

Alpha XI Dalle
"Jallbreak"
Alpha XI Delta
"Jallbreak"
AMISH
HAPPV21slBTRTHDAVi
LOVE BEUFORD HANDS WIZ WOOZ. ICK.
PAL GUMBV AVON AND CHUCK

ztmem&m
YOU make a difference at BGSU..
Come to the BGSU - Youngstown Football Game
Saturday, October 22

"Student Appreciation Day"
This Day's For You!
• FREE admission to the game

• FREE hotdog & Pepsi lunch
• Raffles during the game for gift certificates
donated by local merchants
- and a trip for two to Florida!
• Also... recognition of your group and their
accomplishments.
For more information call 372-2401.

AOTT Rush Is giong lo be greet
II Begins October 17. Use
8 00 PM Is Ihe time
The Community Suite Is Ihe place.
Please attend If Interested
Cause the AOTT' s can't wall!!
ATTENTION SENIORS!"
Nominations are now being accepted for
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES ANO COLLEGES
Appacabon forms are now available in Office of
Student Activities and Orientation Room 405 of
the Student Services Building Deadline: Monday Oclober 24 by 5:00 PM
Nominate yourself or a friend!
ATTENTION BARTENDERS:
WIN ISO-ENTER FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC
BARTENDING CONTEST AT THE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS FAIR-TUES. OCT HTH, 12
PM-12 30 PM. SIGN UP BY FRIDAY IN UAO
OFFICE THIRD FLOOR UNION. 372-2341.
ASK FOR BETH OR LEAH!

Panheearac Council congralulalesKlmberlle
GoMsberry lor helping plan a successful
Homecoming Parade' Thanks lor all your lime
and dedication'
Perrysburg Inn and Cale Special Student
Moneihiy. Weekly Rale. SI8 per night. Inroom movies end HBO. 2(054 N. Dixie Highway at M75 * R1. 25 419-174-1381

siil
Thank you lor singing lo me Thursday night
Good luck with Pledging
Debbie
Sam
Gsno's. dollar movies, the arcade. McDonalds.
Little Ceasars. ice cream cones and Henry
Happy Anniversary!
Love. Joeiy

See you et BGSU
"Sludenl Appreciation Day"
Sat, Ocl. 22
FREE ADMISSION A LUNCH at
Ihe BGiu-Youngatown Stale
Football Game

AXOAXOAXO
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE AWESOME
SOFTBALL TEAM FOR COMING IN FIRST
PLACE IN THE 1M* SORORITY INTRAMURAL*. LOVE-YOUR AXO SISTERS
AXOAXOAXO

SPRING1REAK BAREFOOT CRUISE
50 FT YACHTS BIMINI BAHAMAS
GROUPS OF 8 $436 PP 7 DAYS
1-800-999-7245
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP < CRUISE FREE

Be an Orientation Leader!
Loam Leadership Skills and Meal New People
Applicant available at 405 Sludenl Services
DueoyOcI 19-5PM

The BGSU Greek System welcomes AOTT1
Rush begins October I 7. 1988 al 1:00 PM
in the Community Suite.
interested Women Please Anend"

CALIFORNIA FLORIDA HAWAII NEW YORK
Find out how you can go lo school al one of
over 80 US ocaeges and experience an adventure* National Sludenl Exchange info session. Ocl 13. 4.00. Ohio Suite Center lor
Academic Options 231 Adrrwi Bldq

I male roommate needed lor Spnng '89
Call Terry 353 5158
l to 3 people needed to sublease nee furmsied
apartment close lo campus-month of May Free
no deposit Cal 353-8319
December gradualo needs one to lake over
lease lor spring Live on seconj ..tieel m nice
apartment with Inendly and fun roommates Cal
Fk* Jo 3535852
Female roommate needed tor Spring Semester
Own Room ■ Reasonable Rent
Cal Ann 353 4005
Male rmle own room, lurmshed
Call M*e 354 0698
MALE TO SUBLESE ROOM IN FALL
FURNISHED SI35PERMONTH(3RDST|
CALL GILBERT 353 7427
ROOM NEEDED FOR FEMALE GRADUATE
STUDENT TILL DECEMBER 1988 CALL
353 3329 EVENINGS
Subleaser Needed-vnmediale vacancy
S150 a month uta avg $20
Close lo campus WO. Dish . fireplace
Deposit negol 352-2269

HELP WANTED
A good way lo earn money lo* the upcoming
tvofcday season Highly molivaled energetic individual to mi wailer. waitress, floor walker & cashier positions at high energy nightclub Car
pooling available Good way to earn extra
money Apply at Buttons Tues thru Sun alter
8 30 PM
ATTENTION WOMEN AGES 18-25
FREE Max Test and Underwater Weighing
Call or Stop m on M & W t 30 5 30 PM
110 Epp S Filnese & Sport Physiology Lab

3726903
BG Computer Company seeks mature student
or grid lor sales position Computer experience
a plus, creativity and ambition a bug plus II you
want to make a quick $50, don t call Mike at
3S4-2H0 Otherwise let shere trom you
Get Your Foot in the Door' PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring Ihe interviews
Don'* lake chances on less WE 00 IT RIGHT'
Kmko s 354 3977
Help Wanted Student lo do light housework
352-6575
Help Wanted Student lo do yardwork
352-8575
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer
yr
round,;
Europe. S Amer . Australia. ASM all fields
$900-2000 a mo Sightseeing, free mlo Write
IX. PO Box 52-OH03 Coronado Del Mar. CA
92625
Person to watch 2 toddlers in my home 15
mites west ol BG MWF Days t-748-8753
Eves
Personnel Research Assistance
Part time, flexible hours betwen 8 AM and I PM
m Perrysburg $5 00 an hour PLUS BONUS
Graduate Level m Organizational Behavior or
Business Preferred Ca> for appointment (419)
674-8982 Cteney and Associates
RESORT HOTELS Cruaelmes. Airtines. &
Amusemenl Parks. NOW accepting appaca
hons for summer fobs internships, and career
positions For more information and an appfcea
tion write National Collegiate Recreation Service PO Box 6074. Hilton Head SO 29938

FOR SALE
'74 Mustang II Looks great' Runs great' $1500
negotiable Cal Mark al 353-3639
l92andahalfS Main St
Fum Efficiency Available
at the beginning of December
CelUae4t9-372-6002
1980 Chevy Citation 94.000 ml. runs
excennnl. body m good condition Asking $500
354-2428
ASTEROIDS ARCADE SYTLE VIDEO
MACHINE 2 PLAYER. COIN OPERATED
WITH KEYS FULLY OPERATIONAL $150 OR
3 FOOD BOOKS 353-4771
For Sale 79 Volkswagen Rabbit Diesel Good
condition 288-2502
Sanyo Microwave Oven. $ 100. Canon Person
al Typewriter $80. Miscelaneous items (mirror
iron, elc | Cal 354-8802

FOR RENT
708 Second SI Apt A
2 bdrm turn apt available immediately
Cal John Newlove Real Estate
354 2260
803 Eighth SI Apt 7
Cal Mike 354-0698 2 bdrm apt . spacious
and clean1

The slaters of Alpha Chi Omega would feke lo
wish Alpha Orrecron PI the best of sick through
their tirst sorority rush at BGSU'
Tune m to Bowling Green's Sports Leader
Friday a Saturday for LIVE NCAA Hockey Ac
Iron
Bowling Green al Alaska Anchorage
11 25 PM on 88.1 FM WIGU

YOU can malt* a difference to the. B.G. Community

Low Cost Treatment
I Bring with you to the game a canned good to be donated to
the B.G. Jaycees Christmas Elves project benefitting hungry
families in Wood County.
Thank you (o Churchill's Supermarket for their generous support of this food drive!

Co-sponsored by the BGSU Athletic Dept. and The BG News
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VD - STD
Men and Women
Daytime and Evening
Appointments

354-3540
Planned Parenthood

Wanted
Men of B.G.

WATCH OUT MEN
OFBG
VOUR WARRANT IS
OUT!
'JAtLBREAK ,
WE LOVE OUR ADPi PLEDGES'
WE LOVE OUR ADPi PLEDGES'
WE LOVE OUR ADPi PLEDGES'
We've Cruahed
Brought our own men
gone back m time at
The Big ChW and now
We're on a Road lo Nowhere
Kappa Delta
October 15 1968

Rick
of Lies.
The Great American
Smokeout. Nov. 17.

